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UNDER CURRENTS
MIX UP POLITICS
Who is Who. Now Popular
Game Among Politicians
Coe Charles Reed Urged on By Some
While Others Are Trying to
Frighten Him.

WHERE .DOES

MAYOR

STAND?

SMITH IN CONTEMPT.
Shelbyville, /eye Feb. 20.—In
circuit court the response of
President Smith, of the Louisville and Nashville, to the rule
Of touter/iv issued against hint
for not causing trains to operate
(liver the Shelbyville "cat off" as
ordered by tee court,- was held
Insufficient. Smith was adjudged
in contempt of court. He was
given 00 days to purge himself
by opening freight and passen.
gee train service as directed.
VICTIM OF SCIENCE.
Colorado Springs, Feb. 20.—
As the result of experimenting
for a cure of Lupus and kindred
diseases, Dr. Shoddhead, the
beet physician and electrician at
Colorado Springs, is probably
blinded for life and suffering
tortures with his eyes. He is utterly waffle to see.

BUSY BURGLARS
ARE SURPRISED

10 CENTS PER WEEK

THE STANDARD'S PIPE LINE SYSTEM.

Two Aide Awake Policemen
Give Them Chase

Jerome Cross-Examincs Wife
of Defendant

One Disappears In Darkness and
Shuts Only Accelerate Speed of •
Fugitive,

ANOTHER

RdeBEffir

tiewreepoutienee With White During
Sojeurn eu Continent of
Europe.

SPOILED.
REVIEW TESTIMONY

Tnterest in the contest for the
A pistol shot followed by a starDemocratic nomination for meteor is
tled cry awakened residents in the
approaching tee acute stage. So far
neighborhood of Eighth and Jones
only City Attorney Tom Harrison has
streets this morning at 3 o'clock. Paannounced, but there will be others,
trolmen James Clark and Jack SanORDER IN EFFECT.
and there is much benerath the surders had "jumped" a burglar in acHonolulu, Feb. 20.—Goverface politic being played ell around
tive operation, but he eluded them In
nor Carter received a request
While this gentlemen mentioned, are
a dark alley.
from Secretary Root, notifying
"In the hands of their friends, conthe agents of steamship compaThe patrolmen
were patroling
sidering the petitions of many cititheir beats. They noticed a dark
nes that Japsinese laborers in
zens," "not giving the matter much
shadow at the rear door of Henry
Hawaii with passports for Hathought at present," and just calmly
Foreman's grocery, Eighth and Jones
waii only are not to be admitted
and frankly awaiting developments.
to the mainland.
streets. They cautiously crept within
Administration influent* seems to
hailing distance of the shadow when
have turned toward Mr. Lucien Dursuddenly it stood upright and startSANTO DOMINGO.
rett, who, it is said, wilt have the suped away. It was a negro, and pullWashington, Feb. 20.—The
port of Mayor Yeiser, if he announces.
ing pistols the policemen started in
senate conmettee of foreign reThis will cause a surprise, as it was
lations today agreed to report / pursuit.
understood that Mayor Ye:9er was
The fugitcve turned into a dark
favorably a new treaty with Sanurging Hon. Charles Reed to analley,
to
the policemen following. His
Domingo.
nounce. He has even been accused
form became lost with the darknesS
of incliting the letters to newspapers,
of the alley and a shot from PatrolWANTS RAISULL
oaeling on Mr. Reed; but these letinan Sanders' revolver missed him.
Cody, Wyo., Feb. 20.—"Bufters seem to be genuine and spontanThe negro escaped.
falo Bill" is said to be negotiateous.- Incidentally, many of Mr.
ing with the 'bandit, Raisull, of
Second Attempt.
Reed's friends are urging hi mto run.
For
Morocco,
second time this morning
the
for
exhibition
purposes
At the same time, covert threats are
the patrolmen of the enion station
In the United States.
being sent to him in a roundabout
beat were frustrated in an attempt to
way in an apparent effort to frighten
catch housebreakers. Shortly after
SIGNS DIMIGRATION BILL.
away his ambition.
Washington, Feb. 20.— Thew the chase of the Foreman houseG. R. Davis, seems to be a eertalte
president signed the immigration
breaker the patrolmen were nearing
ty, wthenever 'he gets good and ready
bill, containing the Coolie exJames Ward's place at Eleventh and
to announce,sand he has strength
elusion provision, at noon today.
Caldwell
streets.
Two &tenet
that must be reckoned with. In the
crashes were heard, made by some
meantime Tom Harrison
is going
one trying to break in the door. They
GRAIN MARKET.
ahead securing pledges of support.
hastened to the scene but the houseCincinnati, Feb. 20.—Wheat,
7914; corn, 4714; oats, 44 Si.
breaker had fled.
SWALLOWS BRASS KNOB.

John 13„: "This don't disagree with me."
Uncis 'Sere: "No, but it makes the other boys pretty sick."
—Bartholomew in Minneapolis Journal.

Nicaragua and Honduras Engage in Real Warfare;
First Battle Lasts Six Hours—Honduras Repulsed

.r

V

IN

CHIEF.

New York, Feb. 20.— When the
Thaw trial opened this moruireg, District Attorney Jerome resumed the
cries...examination of Mrs. Evelyn
Nesbit Thaw. He questioned
her
thole pesing for artists in Philadelphia and New York. In answer to
his questiene die witates declared
she had never postel with Merv* than
arms, nee and shouhlers evis•sed.
She told of going ott the stage and the
first publication of her picture.
Jerome was armed with an armful
of photographs of the witness.
11: to o'clock Jerome began the
creeteexamination of Evelyn on the
story of \thee and tried to make her
admit discrepancies. Jerome made a
demand on the defense attorneys for
a number of letters written by White
to the witness %%tale she was abroad,
but did not secure them.
..
Evelyn Nesbit Thaw was still as.
dergoing cross-examination when the
court recessed. Jerome plies' her
with questions regarding her life and
the witness as a rule answered very
promptly. Jerome brought out that
previous to the meeting with White,
Evelyn and her mother were good
friends of a man named Garland:
against whom divorce proceeding's
were pending. The winless testified
that this friendship terminated abruptly after she met White.

Way Opened for Jerome.
Mrs. Thaw today entered upon the
LITTLE HOPE EXTENDED
MA3310. PAYNE RETURN13. •
Little Girl Is In Serious Condition,
°recite of her cross examination and
CONDOM:1141...410JB HOLDS
ANTI-BETTING MEASURE
TO pAscuir or E. HERICOPF.
before Jerome had had the Witness
Result.
as
in
PUBLIC MF.111TIM, TUESDAY. 7.elaya Credited With AmTN TLLINOTS ASSEMBLY
Found Hiding in Another House Boat
charge half an hour he had secured
Late reports from the bedside of
by Police.
Inability to eject up a brass bed
bition to Bring all the Cen- Springfield, Ill., Feb. 20 --Repre- Nom the court a ruling which apparMabel Helen Payne, who disappearAt the earnest request of the
knob which she swallowed, may re- Mr. E. Rehkopf Indicate that little
ently opens a way fur bringing into
tral American States Into sentative Ton, of hicago, today in- the trial of Thew,
sult seriously to little EulaEngland, hope is entertained for his recovery. ed from her father's house boat above members, the directors of the Comall moaner of evitroduced a bill carrying a heavy penthe two-year-old daughter of Mr. Last night Mr. Rehkopf was worse the city Monday night, was returned mercial club have revived the pracUnion With Himself as the alty, for running pool rooms, book- dence which may tend to discredit the
home last night through the police. tice of holding stated open meetings,
and Mrs. Walter England, of 820 Ad- and today
defendant's site.
he is much weaker. His
making or conducting any betting opDictator
She woe found in a house boat at when speeches on topics of local and
ams street. This morning at 10
Heretofore it has been held that
erations on the result of trials of
sickness, which started with the grip,
the foot of Mattison street and stated timely interest are made by memrules of evitience protected, in exo'clock the little girl, while playing
speed
skill
or
of
man
or
beast in Illi- am i
ret Lion, Ales. Thu w and that rewith a knob taken from a brass bed, bats now developed into heart trouble. when arrested that she ran rofay from bers. The next 'motion will be held
nois. The bill not only applies to pool
home because her father had whipped In the council chamber at the city
gardless of whether her eery was
put It in her mouth and in rising
EXPEC
ANOTH
T
rooms
ER
on
FIGHT
land,
but
includes
boats
$200,000 Fire.
her. Her father le W. N. Payne, em- hall next Tuesday evening at 7:30
true or !else the fact that AO tied
from the door hurriedly, swallowed
used for the purpose of carrying on
-Steubenville, 0., Feb. 20.—Fire. played at a lecal paper 'hanging store. o'clock. The. public Is invited
told it to her husband was the one esIt. Emetios have been given to her
and
wagering on horse races and is aimseneal point. Mrs. Thaw had been aland while she vomits freely, the which started in a wholesale drug The girl is 14 years old. The father marred to attend.
ed at the steamboat used by the Chihouse today, caused damage exceed- feared etre had been enticed away
Managua,
Nicaragua
20.—
Feb.
,
lowed to repeat the story so that the
knob is still in her stomach. If the
ing $2'00,000.
Another battle between Honduras cago Syndicate on Lake Michigan for jury might judge
from borne.
knob cannot work itself out of het
as to its effect in
JUNE CROSS ENJOINED.
and Nicaraguan troops is momentari- betting purposes.
unbalancing the mind of the man on
stomach, It will be necessary to opThe
makes
bill
it
to
unnecessa
ry
ly expected. While Hondurans were
trial for the murder of White.
erate on her to remove It. The vomitSouthern Peanut Company Fights defeated in
yesterday's
conflict, prove that trial or skill was actually
ing probably will prevent any poisJerome by a simple question
Back at Holmes.
which reopened the war between the had. It also forbids writing, printing.
onous substances gathering in
opened the way for the introdllotion
her
publishing
, selling or giving away of
two countries, they were not routed
stomach from the brass.knob. Dr. B.
of testimony "tending to show the
any racing or sporting information.
Because attorneys representing the and are prepared to attack again.
B. Griffith thinks that it will be
truth or falsity of Mrs. Thaw's story.
Southern Peanut company betlevee
Troops Gen. Bonilla, president of
known in 36 or 48 hours whether an
He asked the witness: "Was the
that John Holmes and others in the Honduras, attacked the Nicaraguan GOVERNMENT ASTOUNDED
operation is necessary.
story you told Thaw true "
.kT ItAD/CALtie SUCCIrete
vicinity of First and Washington troops at the frontier at 3 o'clock
"It was." she replied firmly.
Directors of the Commercial Chi& Who Served With Him, streets will swear out warrants yesterday afternoon.
St. Petersburg, Feb. 20.— ElecNEW FURNITURE ARRIVES
The Hondurans
Delmas objected strongly to the
against the company and came a sus- were beaten by Gen. Formos ano tions kW the douma will be comFOR PALMER HOUSE Lonny
Express Their App,(clarion at Meeting Held Lost
question, but Justice Fitzgerald held
pleted
governmen
The
today,
t
aupension of buseeee, this afternoon compelled to retreat
after a fight
It to be competent as ten-diug to show
thorities are stupified at the unexpectNskht—Col. Decker Makes Talk.
the circuit court was asked for an or- lasting six hours.
New furniture for the lobby of the
the credibility of' the witness.
StICOMS
ed
extremists
of
.
a
In
great
restrainin
Cross,
der
g D. A.
judge of
In December last a number of
Palmer House arrhved and is being
Mrs. J. J. Caine is ("alled.
number of districts Social Democrats
the police court, from trying the Pea- Honduran . malcontents
Installed today, putting the finishing
organized
Jerome Isroaget from
and
Radicals
Mrs J. J.
exultant.
are
company
maintainin
nut
for
nuisg a
themselves into a band in the Interior
touches to the artistic ind comfortaBefore the regtslar order of busi- feeble and business enterprise which
Caine, of Boston, a friend_ _ef MCC
ble interior of the handsome hostel- ness was taken up at the meeting of arose, be had always found Kr. Fried- ance. A suit is now pending in cir- of Honduras, and, after obtaining
Thaw, wire took the witness stand
To Guthrie to Grade Tobacco.
ry. Col. John Dd'novan also is put- the Commercial clue last might. Mr. man's melte heading the suesiorip- cuit court for damages amen* _the arms, marched toward the frontier
during
the morning session, many
Coe J. T. Myles, the tobacco gradting some new desks and furniture Joseph L. Friedman, retiring presi- lion list. He could say that the di-, peanut company by Holmes and the of Nicaragua.
The government of
material points as to the movement.*
petition
plaintiff.
Holmee
alleges
the
associatio
for
er
the
n from this part
in the Illinois Central office in the dent of the ohrb, was presented with rectors of the Clommereial club were
Honduras, when informed of the
of Harry Thaw and Evelyn Nesbit,
same building.
a loving cup by the directors of the aware of the Sege order of ability superintendent of the water company, movement, sent a body of troops In of the state, left Monday for Guthrie
following their return from Europe
who
resides
across
the
street
from
where
will
assist
he
in making the
pursuit of the revolutionists. The
Commercial clue who served
with and the attention Mr. Friedman had
in 1904, including the published Inhim during 19106. In a brief but hap- given to his duties as president of the the defendant's plant. is trying to latter crossed the frontier in Nicara- first grading of the new crop. 14 Is
HARD FIGHT ON SMOOT
cident of their being ejected from
supercede
authority
the
circuit
of
thought
the
graders
will
grade
probguan territory.
BEING WAGED IN SENATE py speect Mr. A, J. Decker presented clue, and that this cup was presented
the Hotel Cumberland in this city-cotrrt. A restraining order was isNicaragua then sent a small body ably $3100,1000 worth of tobacco in the
Washington. Feb. 20.—Absorbing the cup in behalf of the donors. purely as an expression of appreciaproprietor insisting they should
sued.
the
next
few
days,—May
lleld
leesof troops to patrol the Honduran
tion for services which axed not be
Interest marked the closing hours of
register as man and wee or leave
frontier with the object of prevent- manger.
remunerated.
today's great battle against Senator
th.e.r suits which adjoined. In bring
ing any further incursions of revoluReed Smoot, the Mormon apostle.
The oup was presented by the ding out t here'facts Jerome denied
tionists. This body of troops was unSenator DuBois made •_ stinging
rectors as Individuals and not in bethat he was attacking Mrs. Thaw and
eXpectediy attacked • in Nicaraguan
speech against Smoot
haW of the organization.
i sald be was simply teeth* the eredi
territory by a force of Honduran sol!hefty of Mrs. Caine.
Mr. Friedman visibly was emberdiers. The Nicaraguans were worsted,
KEY PROVES MAN WAR KILLED
Jerome 'seemed reluctant to basin
reseed by the complimentary remarks
Forces of Honduran.; then adI the crow;
examination of Mrs. Thaw
of Mr. Decker, and when he could
vanced further into Nicaraguan terWife After Long !Search Finds levi.
today desiring to have the
collect himself, expressed his thormatter
ritory, burned end destroyed propeldente of Husband's Death. se
Postponed until Thursday morning in
ough appreciation of the token, tie
Providence, R. I., Feb. 20.— The
ty
and
committed
robberies.
• Fowler
Ind., Feb
20.— Mrs.
said he had' worked sincerely for the senate has passed a bill empowering
Murray, Ky., Feb. 20.—(Special)— order that he might determine wheth• Zelaya's Ambition.
Adolph D. Bell of Indianapolis. Atte'
er or not further examination of
best interest of l'aducrab, that he exwomen of Rhode Island to vote at
Panama Feb. 20--Travelers from Entries for the Democratic primary the
days of search, has found in the lewitness was necessary on the Ispected to continue to do so, and that
Central America
presidential elections.
predict trouble in the Third senatorial district Moo- sue involved In the
brie of the 13Ig Four wreck In when
the spirit in which the cup was preease, But Dolmas
among various republics, as Presi- ed today and Senator Conn Linn is Insisting,
several persons were burned
to
sented would remain with him as
Jerome started the cross
dent Zelaya, of Nicaraugle is credit- the
1,04)A1, MAN
death evidence that her husband was
only candidate. The committee examination.
the most conspicuous event In
his
ed with the deeleuto form a Central
one of the victims. She found In the
businese career in Paducah
Wife Drew le1.1 s Week.
will meet at Felstyville Friday and
Probably Will Be Chosen by School American union. His plan Is to re•aishes a key of peculiar description
Mrs. Th•aw moved net-volley in the
On the cup was en/raved: "Preplace the beach; of nations unfavora- declare the primary off, naming SenBoard.
vetch he carried.
sented to Joseph L. Friedman by the
ble to his scheme with a man, who ator Linn as the nominee. The dis1Continual on page four.)
Directors trf Oommercia.1 Clue of
The school board met in mucus will support him. Honduras was 'e- trict includes: Calloway, Trigg, Lyon
Paducah, le04, as a Token of His
lest night with President A. lest and lected as the starting point besting. and Livingston
counties.
Valuable Services as President."
Truitt*. Ashley Robinson absent, and it is supposed to ire the weakest
There is only one kind of a
The loving cup ia 14 inches high
selected ex names from 26 applicants country.
newspaper circulation statement
Four Generations,
and otss of the most beautiful patterns
for .the 'position of superintendent of
e
that In worth any eonsideratlea
James McNeill, a motorman on the
ever
seen
In the city.
JOSEPH L. FIRIEDNIAN.
WEATHER — Oeneridly fair
Louisville. Feb 20.--eirs, CAhatlee depot Line of the
the city Pohl:foie. Three are Padue
and that is the daily detailed
Paditeah 'erection
After Ma business meeting of the cabana., Because a wee regeire sev- Ciark
tonight and Thursday. Thursonened the door at her .bed. oompottsv, everted tont generation
Statement. The Sun in the only
s
directors, Nnis Friedman !netted GM ere weeks to secure
day colder. Highest temperatun.
a Personal con- room today and 'taw her l'ititoband be- yesterday, lie carried a
Padueah paper printing such a Nee Pecker said that in the 14 floe; the directors
himily of
present to a supper at ference with the three applicants re- fore it minor pressing a revolver
yestenhae,
50; lowest today?, Me
to
five, two being small children ate
statement.
he bed lived in Peducish he had been tbe Palmer hotel oaf,. It was an
siding out of the city, tee election of tale head. $he flee screaming as eonftenied by
their mother, grandaaftbotated with Mr. Friedman% et dahorate affair end tieverral hours a orteterinteaideet will tweet) held
in Clark sent Phu bullet through
his mother and greatotretwiniotbee„ They
times eloeely, and that in everi Char- irate spent most ploentotly.
n.
March.
left Paducah tor the east,

Loving Cup is Presented
To Joseph L. Friedman

•p.

MRS. THAW TELLS
ABOUT LETTERS

WOMEN MAY VOTE
FOR PRESIDENTS

CONN LIEN WINS
WITHOUT CONTEST

PAPIIWART 204

GIRLHOOD TO WOMANHOOD
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound

RIYER NEWS
A
.
rdr
.
edr4rer4r4464rdelr4

Danderine

THEATRICAL NOTES
•N-l'ir

dry

.rar4

GREW THIS HAIR

Riser Stages.
At The lientucky.
Cadres
23.7 0.3 fall
Wethstaday night-Harry HennChattanooga,
4.8 0.1i fent aed in "The Woman timer."
AND WE -CAN
teneinneti
18.2 .0.5 fall
Thursday night-"Papa's Boy."
Esansvine
15.6 0.5 fall
Friday nIght-"The College WidFlorence
3.6 0_4 fall ow."
Johnsonville
7.0 '0.2 fall
.
7.1 0.1 tali
Harry Bereaford Tenigist.
Mt. Carmel
6.1 0.1 fall
After Years of hard
work nod
Nashville
10.8 0.3 fan Pelnetenlng endeavor Harry BeretPittsburg
4.4 0.2 fall ford has achieved the proud promDavies Island Dam -Miming,
inence of being teeeeed with such
St. Louis
12.2 0.1 fall masters of comedy as William
J.
Mt. Vernon
15.4 0.4 fall Florenee, Joseph Jefferson. Jahn '1'.
Paducah
15.7 lee fan Raymond, Sol Smith Ttuteell and
Stuart Robson, or those who have
The responsibility for a daughter's sideatne, and my feet were in sore I could
Little was stirring around the pessed away, and its second to none
future largely rests with the mother. hardly stand I took two bottles of Lydia E.
The right influence and the infor- Pinkhantsi Vegetable Compound when my river front todan and the fall in the Of these who are still holding the cenmation whieh is of. vital interest to periods were established and now I am river of 0.6.
was not large for the 24 ter of the stage. This is the verdict
perfectly well. Mama says she wont be
the daughter imparted at the proper without
your medicine in the bowie. I have bours. The stage Is 15.7. The few of critics Prom Ilhe home of the saltime has not only sa,ved the life but told one girl what Lydia E. Pinkhanos
insured the sutieess of matey a beau- Vegetable Compound has done for me packets arriving and departing haa mon to the habit of the cod fish about
good business.
tiful girl.
and ,be is taking it now.'
the
comedLan, Harry Beresford.
When a girl's thoughts become
Inns Clara E. Darmstadter, of 453
Captain Brown is minus a skiff Rereeford, will appear at The Kensluggish, with headache, diaeiness or , Breckenridge St..Buffalo,N.Y.,writes:
through the well meant interference
in The Woman Hater" ft:Pa disposition to sleep. pains in back Dear Mrs. Pinkhat
n:et' a Metropolis man. He rented a L.:gilt_
or lower limbs, eyee dim, desire for
"For
about
year,
a
except
during
the
pest
!solitude; when she is a mystery to few 'timid's, suffered
I
with severe pains skiff to two boys here yesterday ling
herself and friends!, her mother every ini.nth., with backache
s and headaches.
"The College Widow."
should come to her aid, and remem- I had the blurs so bad that I was in despair. when they got to Metropolis, 'a man
ber that Lydia E. Pinithami'a
It is a
to tell you that Lydia E. made them get out of the skiff say- _ George Ade 'is said to have retable Cempound, made from native PinkhatnN Vegetable Compound his cured lag that they .stole it. The boys re- marked, after finishin
g the menuroots and herbs, will at this time me. The change in my appearun^e is won- ported
the case to Captain Brown seri p t of "1-he ("allege
and I desire that this good may come
Widow,"
prepare the system for the coming derful
to every sufferer. Any one desiring to know and he will have tot°
change, and start this trying period further details may write to ale
after the skiff which comes to The 'Kentucky theaand I shall
in a young girl's life without pain be glad to give them."
or send some responsible person.
ter on Friday nient, that if the Play
or Irregularities. It has been thus
Chae.ey Mitchell has accepted the wale tot a success, he would never!
If you loinow of any young girl who
depended upon for two generations. is sick anti needs
THANCISa MARIE HNOWILTON,
motherly advice, berth of second mate on the City
of write another. "It Is the best I esti
MSS DOROTHY CLARK,
Hundreds of letters from young ask her to address Mrs. Piratham, at
980 41arliela lioulei art', Chicago. Ill..'
M1$8 LUCY MAY,
2130 Greashave tit,
girls and their mothers, expressing Lynn, Mass., and tell her every detail Memphis in the
Tennessee river do," declared the boring Playwrilent.
Ag• 4 Years,
8036 Forestville Asa,
CHICAGO.
gratitude for what Lydia E. Pink- of her symptoms,and to keep nothing trade.
Since the production of the comedy,
CHICAGO.
ham's Vegetable. Compound has done back. She will receive advice absoThe Buttorff arrived this morning the verdict of an America has been
for them, are constantnt being re- lutely free, from a source that has no
from Clarksvine and left. at 'noon on so. unanimously approv:ng that Mr. whose photograph appears herewith has a most-beautiful head of goldeu
ceived.
hair, thicker than the crown of glory of most
rival in the experience of woman's
t.ititttre women. Franceteis only four years old, and her hair
the long trip to Nashville.
hang% within 12 inches of the floor. The extraor
Ades head might well be turned if itrengthening
Miss Ellen M. Olson. of 417 N. East; Ills, and it will, if followed, put her
dinary hair
qualities of IlaseelerIne has grawn for this little
girl the most admirab
on the right road to a strong, healthy
Fog on the river delayed some let he were not the modest and unassum- i child of her age in
5t, Kewanee, Ill. writes: the world.. The other twoladles whose photographs are shown le head of hair ever posseesed by
and happy womanhood.
here
are
matainl
y
delighte
the
packets
results
d with the
they
are getting. Neither of them having hair that,would reach fo their wallets before
today.
ing young man he is. "The most
Dear Mrs. Pinkhanebeginning the use of Danderine.
Lydia E. Pinkharn's Vegetable
.1, B. Carskadan of St. Louis, for- successful and, yet the most retiring
-I have had the test doctors in our town
if
IS
POSIT
IVE
AND PERMANENT IN ITS RESLitiTS.
for my sicknoss and they all thought that Compound made from native roots merly second
engineer on fee IT. S. of American writers for the stage," When applied to the sealp on either old or young, it makes the hair sprout and grow
an operation was runessary. I had headache; and herbs cures where others fail.
thick,
is
no
waiting
around
weeks
and
for
Irene
its to see results, either. Atte' druggist will reftplidlong andhhautiful, and there
S. Lily, has accepted a similar posi- Is a compliment frequently paid hint
the price if it does not ac-1
camplish every result we clafra.
No other remedy has such a record of actual cutes of female tion on the Memphis.
NOW at all druggists in three sizes,25 cents,
50 cents and $1.00 Per bottle.
whieh the atquainea.ncee of the Indi:1
,1ted,
ic14
.
12n
ctiravet:gs
:
s i tititthzitrid
.,:r
:
e Ismata
ills. Thousands of women resicifing in every part of the United
T
zt
4
e
f
e
t
zen
o
ntly
io
r
,
e
,
t
:g;
,
11
:
i
t
h
t
0
1
%7
On
eitost:shttoiTI!,t:.spot
The Georgia Lee will arrive tomor- an-a playwright say is fully justified.
1
.vereseraent to:the
States bear willing testimony to the wonderful virtue of Lydia row
from Memphis on the up trip to
E. Pinkbarn's Vegetable Compound and what it has done for them.
Cintinnati.
A Sousa Opera.
closed an engagement at Macauley's
Lydia E. rioldiam's Vegetable Compound; a Woman's Remedy for Woman's Ills.
The City of Memphis will leave - When the
Sousa Opera cottaanY theater Saturday night, said last
lies evening at G o'clock for the appears
at The Kentucky on Monday night in dismissing the matter at
Tenneseee river.
n:glit of neat w .ek in }Caw & Er- :aa Seelbach that he did not beileve
The Dick Fowler will return to- 1.1 ger's presentation
of the "march it would be possible to obtain ter
night from Cairo at 8 o'clock having King's" latest comic
opera, "The consent of Auttnio de Navanro,
got away on time this
BOTH PHONES 548.
BOTH Pt;cta as, .148.
Free Lance," we are promised not husband of Mary Anderaon,
morning.
nor of
alone a feast of that stirring, swing- Mae. de Navarro herself to visit
Uounee, re thmie and harmonious music, :svil,:e for that purnose. Mr. Hackett
Official Forecasts.
.
which leas made John Philip Sotma who spent last summer in
T
eithbe ‘4
0
.11illio,fafiro
Chronic- constipation, piles, appendicitis and
l dmurE;
gantshveilin
epxito sP
England
ea
v-.
.,
1
4h
famous throughout this country, but said tient he visited Mr. and
other such intestinal afflictions ate
Mrs. de,
ore often
era: days. At Calrowill continue fall- the beet libretto of a 'reel comic opera Navarro at their -home near Stratmused by improper physics thins
hi4else.
ing during the next 26 hours, but at that has been written by an American ford-On-Avon. Mrs. de Navarro, he
The average physic, whether •
isin the
The Merry Player That Calumet Conl.brettlat since "RObla Hood" and'raid, received the Party
form of a water, candy, pellet, or
Henry W. Savage
a decreasing rate.
mole /CriticPill; is instem Lanstliter„
tended to quickly and unnaturally
The Tennessee from Florence to Harry B. Smith, the author of the lously, as she always does Americana-,
move the
Offers the
bowels.
Such an unnatural treatment so
the mouth, will remain nearly eta- Litter is also the sponsor of "The who Are frequent visitors at her home.
shocks and weakens the intestinal
•Ionary or fail slowly during the Free Lance," which is termed a. mile'
muscles that
the continued treatment ofstronger
!Wry comic' open& in two act?. Joseph
next 36 hours.
Papa's Boy.
and stronger
physics becon,'ts necessary. This
"Papa's Boy," the musical offerThe Missiseippi from Chester to Cseewtheren, IP well known totally as
produces
chronic constipition.
.
tly above Cairo, will rise during elle Of t healljest comic opera eome- ing at The Kentncity tomorrow night
Pleae
diens, is the stelkar feenve of the (°MEL% here well
and appendicitis are caused by the
the next 24 bourn
recommended. and
violent manner in which these
-a said to be entirely different from
The Wabash. at Mt. 'Carmel. no cast and has :been" ardvfded with
explosive drugs
attack the intestines.
material change during the next 24 chazaeter e.ininently fitted to show off" anything on similar lines, for, be-,
his humorous personality to the ut- sides being original in
hours.
conception, it `
most. l'ae principal characters are Is replete with new
and up-to-date
es!ainted by Neila Bergen. Albert Ideas_ intelligenfly
in the ordinary sense is not a
carried ont by
cathartic;'- It is
Deck:hind Wins Point.
Tiara Jeanette Lowrie, George 'Pala -rtists. The
a laxative but acts differently
situations are funnY and
from all other
Pittsburg, Feb. 2a -In an opin- man, Stanley Murphy and George full of
preparations. It contains great tonic
Intense interest. The dialogue
properBy George Ade.
ion' in the admiralty case of H. H. Schiller. A singing emsambl
ties,
which strengthen instead of weaken
e of tier- H sparalina and vigorous, and the
the
Wyatt, et al., against s the steamer enty-flve accompanies the
intestinal muscles. It is pleasant to take,
production. entire production ilia its mission to
does
not gripe or cause pain, and never
Ed Roberts, in the United States
creates a necessity for the continual use
'he letter which, by the was,
is to
of
any physic. At druggists sell
Exactly as presented 44 district court, Judge Nathaniel EwDr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin for so
Mary Anderson's Home Life.
create f. r laughter and merriment.
cents
and
$i.00
a
bottle.
weeks in the Garden Thea- ing today held that deckhancts are Loutsvilre-; Feb. 211.--Apropos of
Mona" back if it donaan't
entitled to recover wages when they some talk that has been
saner?.
indulged In SHITS OCT PASSE
York,
Tremontand l leave a boat with permiss
S AND FRANKS
Pepsin Syrup Co.
ion of the with reference to extending an inviMont
icello, Ill.
--weeks inew
the
Thea- captain. The men contracted to go to tation to Mary Anderson to open the Oklahoma Convent
ion
Makes
Accepts
Cincinnati or Louisville and- return new Shubert theater In
tre, Boston.
this city
mice it C
option. Large delegations from
.
as deck hands, but left the boat et which beers her name, Norman
the MINNEAPOLIS CFI'S
leackFARE
two • territories are lire today and
Cincinna
ti, whereupon the company ett. one of the Aiding members of
Prices: 25, 35, ISO, 75,61 and 111.50
Guthrie Okla., Feb. 20.-The con- i will go before
nefused to pay them under the Con- the Louis James company.
the
convent
ion
tornorSeats on sale Thursday 9 a.
erh ich stitutional convent
ion today passim , row.
tract,
'he section of the railroad
report !
masking it a criminal offense to
ac- : PILES WWII IN 6 TO 14 DAYS. •
Minneapolis, Feb. 20.-31Inneapo.
tent a railroad pass or a telegra : PAZO OINTMENT is guarant
ph
eed to 'es has won
the first round of the
frink. A railroad commis,sion, to be cure any case of Helene, Blind,
elected by direct vote of the people, '1 , leeding or Protruding. Piles in 6 to tight with the street railway compa114 days or money refunded. 60c.
ny, for Mayor Haynes today
was created.. and the consolidation
signed
of 1
the ordinance providing for
railroad companies was prohibited. ---A poor
the stale
The Surpassing Musical Event
ndvertisement-or one ,of six rides
The Laughing Show
for 25 cents. The first
Rai:read ownership .of mines and t.istit is too
of the Season.
small for its thrtn”--will step in what
may be a long and teOther agencies of production is also 'not pay
over-well even in a good diotts
litigation has been taken. It is
has L Erlanger Present tin
forbidden In the report adopted.
I medium; hut a good ad., and of am- now up
to the street railway compaAn effort to secure the reconsid- pie-size,
will not pay at all in a poor ny to accept
the terms of the ordieration of the recently adopted reso- medium
Clereco Shrunk Quarter Sise Goner
.
nance,as i.e stande or to take the
15rents etch: ?for Zooms
lution providing for a separate sub- i
MatCLCETT, PEASOlyr
CO.
ter into the courts.
With
Maine§ a cloot sa4 %ess.I abiria
mission of the prohibition question I Most
men live a life of go.ng to do
is being made by advocates of local and
die with nothing done.

PROVE IT.

TI 9iisonwoft:•;;Jilvi
FREE ,

CbeKentucky

T O=N IGHT FRIDAY Night, Feb. 22 du

BERESFORDWidow

Dr.Galdwellk Sgrupispsin

The Woman Haler

I

Thursday riight,feb.21 Monday Night, Feb. 25

Papa'sSOUSA OPERA CO.
Boy JOS. CAWTHORN
20 Pretty Girls 20
..•8,..
Clever Comedians

...811•11
Catchy Music
Tuneful Songs
Mesh. mm
IVedneelay 9 a. m.
Prieto 25c, 35c, 54,c, 75e.

In Sousa & Smith's Military
Comic Opera
,
111

MR FREE LANCE
With the original New York
production and cast

-

AUGMENTED ORCHESTRA
CH3RUS OF SIXTY
itegglenlerh nee, y' know. MIRP
(nestle said I looked like an extremely
Entire orchestra_
91 50 eleeali man.
Miss Whitely-Did she any who tht
First three rows of hilt
Balance of baloony_--............ 75c clever mall wane
Gallery_
ri(
RUMMELL Vi'MTFAI CHIEF
Seats on sale
9 a. m.
THAT HE WANTS MONEY.
Philip Rommell has written Chief
Police James Collins for Fl. lima!:
lance ok money due him, lie is
I Q of the
. trio arrested here Fever&
?nth% ago, one tieing a woman.
..Eitsces McClain, attired in men's
nthes. Itontmen le in St Louis and
You get handeonie, well
appointed Carriages
teAys he is "up against it." Chief ColWhen I serve you. We
/line cashed a money order and regive promt personal atWaled a small portion of the amount.tention at all tirnee

The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah

EF2i3ON, PHONE 915

1

Deeds speak louder than
rest: estate trrfltrctIOn.

AO
ta

wards

No
Need
To
Suffer

Why Be Sick?
Ladles, do you suffer from headache, backache,
sideache, waist-

pains, irregular habit, weakness, nervousness,
irritability, general miserableness and lack of ambition? If so, much
of your pain and
suffering is needless, for it is due to diseases
peculiar to your sex,
which can be cured by proper treatm
ent For over

50 years

WRITE US FREELY
and frankly, in strictest confidence. telling all your
troubles, _prei statingicr ago. Ws will send you
FRILIE ADVICE, in.
sealed Om -lope, and a valuable 5S-;age Duels On.'Hone Treutesent Ike Women."
Address: Ladle,' Advisory Department, The
Chattamioga Alledidur Cosa chettegloova, Tenn.
•'
04

benefiti

ng these diseases IA the persons of over a million
women, of whom MIS.
W. H. Gage. of 232 N. Clark St., Chicago, Is one.
She writes: "I was taken
sick
three years ago arid was In bed six months. Since
then I have been treubled with
headache. backache. leg-ache and awful bearing-down pains. I
could; get no relief unti: I
began to take Wine of Cattail. I have now been taking
it about six weeks and I fee&.
like a new woman. My friends hardly knee, Me." Try
tt for youf trouble.
has been

At Every Drug Store in $1.00 Bottles

a
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WEARY VISITORS
MAY FIND WATER

CURE YOUR KIDNEYS.
Do Not Endanger Life When a Paducah Citizen Shows lou the Care.

PAWS Illiurc

FARMERS' MEETING
WILL BE SUCCESS

Why will people coutiuue to suffer
the agonies of kidney complaint.
backaohe, urinary diserders, lameFountains Are Bring Talked
headaches, languor, why allow Over Seventy Comities Will
themselve
s to 'come chronic invaof by Board Public Works
be Represented
lids, when a certain cure is offered
them?
Doan's Kidney Pills is the remedy
elembers Begin to Think That They
to use, because it gives to the kidneys Fine Program of Lectures and InterWill Not Have Suffickert
esting Horse Show, Besides
the help they need to perform their
Funds.
Other Attractions.
work.
If you have any, even one, of the
$3.4kA s
symptoms of kidney diseases, cure
'
/
1
4
,
yourself now, before diabetes. dropsy
SO MANY REPAIRS DEMANDED.
MANY GO FROM
M'CRACKEN
or Bright's dieease sets in. Read
this Paducah testimony:
'Mrs. Charles Williams, of 700 TerHousework is hard work at best, and he who
Weary and thirsty pode tria.ns and rell street. Paducah, says: "'Despite
Frankfort, Ky., Feb.
saves the
State
housewife a step is a true benefactor.
visitors to the city on Sunday may he the use of plasters and home tease- Agricultural
Commissioner Hubert
atesorded relief through the prestit diet my back ached, almost continu- Vreeland has about completed
arFor no other room has modern science and
agiteticn by the D. A. R. chapter for ally, and as my husband who is em- eangemenes for the holding of the
industry supplied
so many ilea' and necessary things as for the
public drinking fountains. It
was ployed by the singer Sewing Machine State Farmers' institute
kitchen.
meeting,
brought up before the board of pub- company on Third street, continually which convenes at Sheltirtille
on
At the head of the list of kitchen
lie works at the -semi-monthly meet- complained .of his, we were both con- February 26 next, aid is able to
convenience; stand
anBack's stoves ani M.sD Kiril kitchen cib nets,
ing yeecordey efternoon and the city atently on the outlook for seme nounee to the delegates and others
the' best
products of that spirit which seeks to make
engineer was instructed to invest:- means to check or eradicate
the desiring to attend that he has sehousehold drudgery
gate the proposition. thoroughly.
a pleasure and household economy a science.
cause. Reading one night about cuPed an agreement with the SouthDrealeing fountains along Broad- Doan's Kidney Pills induced me to ern Passenger association officials
Let us fit up your kitchen as it should be.
way
:n ether part l of the city get that remedy at Alvey & List's for a railroad rate of one fare plus
Our moderate
terms and prices Will appeal to you.
hove been agitated for several years. drug store. Two boxes thoroughly 25 emits for the trip. To this time
Several citizens have at various times proved that the preparation acts up has received assurances from
sevenOne dollar cash and one dollar per week will get
asked the general council for the to the representations made for it." ty counties that the local
you either
institutes
of thee nice articks.
privilege of ereeting memorial founFor sate by all dealers. Price 50 will send deeszates.
Leine and should the requisite per- cents.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
During the three days of the meetmission be obtained now, it is prob- New York, sole agents for the United log an interesting program
e'ill beable that several elaborate and orna- States.
carried out, the commissioner having
mental fountalne will be crested•
Remember the name—Dosmet— arranged with a number of wet:The particular places asked far 'Ey and take no other.
known lecturers on live topics to ape loeal chapter to erect fountains
pear and speak to the delegates.
at the city's expense, are at the mar- Bills againet the Memphis Asisholt & State Senator
Charles Carroll and
ket house,'at the court hon.*, and at Paving company for the use of the William A. Robinson.
of Louisville,
Seventh street and proadway. It is street eeller, $150. and for
work 'have asked permission and will be
also suggested that chained cups be done On the streets were ordered col- accorded time to present
to the delattached to all the watering trough lected. The insurance on the boil- egates their views as
112-114-116 N. Fourth St., Paducah, Ky.
to needed
fountains, for use by pedestrians. A ere was awarded to the Casualty amendments to the
revenue and taxprovision in the contract with the wa- Company of America whose lowest ation laws of
the commonwealth.
4ommita
ter company st:pulates tbet wester hid wee $60. The superintendent of The lecturers secured,
and their sub•
shall be furnished free for a drink- the light plant was instrueted to jects, are as follows:
tg fountain and watering place In charge ,for all loads of cinders re"Organization, the Safeguard of
cry ward.
moved Orom the yard.
the Farmers." Hon. Mortimer WeitePumping Station.
head, of New Jersey.
In a reeort from Superintendent
"The Need of Forest Conservation
*lore Truth Thais f•tre.try.
Kee4ler. of the e:tY lighting plant,
In Kentucky," H. M. Hale. of the Nagasoline .engines were recommended
tional Department of Foresery. Wath
as 'the power to be used to run the
ington.
pumps in the sewer pumping station.
"erhe Necessity for. and How
tc
See the Window
He recommended one lee-horse power
Secure Clean Milk," C. B. bane,. of
engine zed one '50-horse power: enthe National Dairy Department, Degine, the duplicatton being recompartment of Agriculture, Washingmended to tribune continuous operaton.
tell ,
tion of the plant c'eouhi one engine
"Beef Cattle and Alfalfa," Joseph
tpcsts
t
i
3.6swel
:?./.
7
40
E1
_:_%43
r
break nown. A new pump capriele of
E. Wing, of Meohanicsburg, Ohio.
pumping 5 •,1,
' OD.00
,
0 fitillOtls
a day
"The Burley Tobacco Movement,"
also was recommended, which with
Hon. W. A. Byron, of Bracken couethe presemt pump would give a caty.
pacity of seven and one-half million
"Farm Sanitation," Dr. Arthur T.
gall-one. The cost for the two enMcCormack. of Bowling Green.
eines would be $1,80.0; or a steam
"Corn and Its Culture," C. G. Wit
outfit, $2,1410. The board ordered a
llama, of Wooster. Ohio.
letter addressed to the council re"Dairy Cattle and Commercial FerNear city, fertile, high, dry land, in best
neighborhood,
ferring hie reeornmendotions to that
Ethel—Say. Willie, what are rela- tilizer" Prof. M. A. Scovell, of KenTurns Cattle, Horses, Hogs—Is Practically Indestructible
Have just platted into lots of about five acres each the 240 acre
bode for comederation.
tions?
tucky Experiment Station.
I .
•6..
I
,v
Willie—Refations are folks that keep
Bids were ordered invited through
(Williams) tract, joining the Pines lands on west. Bounded
"What the Pure Food Law Means
mother
working
hard
fele.
for
they'll
newspaper
the
s for supplying grave:
to the Farmer," R. M. Allen, of the
next to city by Perkins Creek and Pines lands
between,
COMO around on a tour of inspection
IT) the board of publk works for
6
6
1
6
I
.
.
6
i.
-•
the
and
she
say
isn't
a good housekeeper. Kentucky Experiment Station.
Buckner Lane Road and Hinkleville Gravel Road. Has 4138
year 1907. Samples. a flour earrel
I
C
*
.
I
•••
-.4.
C.
.•
"The Purposes of the Kentucky
•
flea in size, must be ferniethed and
feet frontage on Buckner Lane
I
6
M
k
a
•
•
Road,
said
road
just
Breeding Bureatu," Jouett Shouse, of
rC
a
*
a
he contract will be drawn to cal; for
a
—You are just ice apt to he pay. Lexington.
graveled
in
front of this land. Has 757 feet front on
.6.
......
-0
a
a
•
•
0
a
as much gravel as the beard
•
Mr,' her too little as too much for that
While the state Institute is in ses6
•
6
Ilinkleville Gravel Road, and plat gives 40 feet cross roads
'
6
r
r
.
i
I
need, to be used in repairing the furnished room—hut
6
.
•
you will not sion the Kentucky Swine Breeders'
'
t
streets.
throagh the tract, so that each and every lot fronts either on
know until you have answered a few association and the Kentucky Dairy
.
.
-.
limy Need More Money.
Wall ads.
these gravel roads or these newly opened roads. Most of the
men's association will hold their anThis.early in the year it seems nI)nual meetings at Shelbyville, thus inlots front at each end on these roads. No nicer land in Mc, arznt to the board thee the *Peet'
creasing attendance at the institute.
Cracken county. The 20 acres front on HinklevIlle road has
tiontrient for the department will be
Much' interest is teeing ehown in adBuy your new fence for years to come. Get the big, heavy wires, the
inadequate. The calls for rapaire all
nice grove of forest trees on it and lays so as to make ideal
vance of the meeting among the delhinge pint, the good galvanizing, the exactly proportioned quality of steel
over the city are incessant and the
that
is not too hard nor too soft.
egates
from the First and Third :tie
residence sites.
new constructive work recesserti
We can show von this fence in our stock and explain its merits and
wit
pellate court districts over the sesuperiority, not only in the roll but in the lucid. Come and see na and get
require a liberal expandieure.
Price on the Ilinkleville road front is $100.00 per acre
lection of the members from those
of
our prices.
More bad places in the new brick
districts on the state board of agrlwhich $10 acre cash and balance in monthly or quarterly paystreets on Third, Fourth and Fifth
culture, forestry and immigration.
ments running flee years. All other lots $65 .acre eten same
atreete, have appeared and the conW. T. Herres, of Union county, is
eetor was ordered to repair them
terms. While these prices are uniform, there is difference in
the sitting member from the First
Drugs,
anything
If you need
inineellateiy,. Tire tar filler used on
astride
He is being opposed for
desirability of lots and first customers get
choice. Come
in the Toilet Line, a prescription
Breadeviry which was .left on top of
election to the place by G. T. Baldand see plat and list men who have taken dozen lots before I
promptly
filled
and
correctly,
or
the /treat is being rleened off as the
win, of Henderson; J. B. Walker. of
anything in the Patent or Proboard directed. 43treteges of the
could get the parcels etaked off. For home or investment lots
Christian county, and G, N. McGrew,
prietary
Medicine
Line, tele°air.° road inside the city limits are
of Livingston county. Guthrie Wilyou lose opportunity if you fall to take this. On one lot is new
phone S. H. Winstead, the Drug-badly out of repair and the Street inson, of Nelson county, is the present
5-room
house
which
phone
gist,
756,
either
Is priced at $800 additional to cost of
Seventh
Spector was instructed to use sufilmember of the state boar1 for the
I
and Broadway. Here are a few
dent gravel to Obviate danger. The
land at $65 acre.
Third appellate district. Opposing
I
things which he does well:
and cf Trimble street is not drained
him for election are R. R. Giltner. of
'properly and residents .had a peteticrn
She'by county, and delegates from
He tries to merit your trade.
before the hoard' of relief. The city
Corner Second and Kentucky Avenue.
those two districts will meet some
1
engineer will investigate.
He handles only the best
time during the state institute meetPhone 328.
Joe Roark, of Twenty-fifth
and
goods.
ing and elect the new 'members of
Jefferson streets, offered to give the
the state hoard.
'city as much gravel again 'aie
He gives prompt attention to
is needMcCracken Count y.
led to repair the :treot in front of his
telephone orders.
McCracken comity will
he well
I.residence,
provided the. city would
He delivers goods promptly.
represented. The county institute
Extra Values In
'haul the gravel aree spread it. He
sent daegetes, including B. A. FowHe makes a specialty of his
.11 win_tring the gra,w1 from Misseesipple
ler,
LaMond,
C.
tK.
t
LT 131elrele-W.
Prescription Department.
1 Ha offer was acometed.
F. Brackehaw, Sr., R. H. Noble. D. W.
Sign Regulations.
He employs none but licensed
one and °there. It is expected °bat
4
Old Phone 997.r
I The sign problem received another
prescription clerks.
many farmers will take advantage of
:jolt with the determination by the •
the rates and are-ompany the delltgaHe treats you as he would
board ,.Lenforce the regulation, retion, esteb eorinty being allowed es
$5.00, $6.00, $7.00
--have you treat him.
quire:ye them to be even witt the
many Ile:eget% as the in.tituto upThis morning at 5:30 o'clock, Broaleae and street car traffic was I second Story of the
building. The
points.
He extends c\ery courtesy to
%stele switching
cut of cars
to $delayed. The traction company ears'second story 'to .the building of tho
customer.
• • vs Ofittu ar each
f.
FOR the next thirty days
storage tracks, six
coal gondolas Iwere unable to get by the crossing 'Guy Nance undertaking 'house is 14
ot for tents
de (or me
Endorsed by the County.
ets ke
es
a
h
were derailed at Eleventh street and for over an hour.
shall make you up a pair
feet high.
appreciate
s
your
He events to place
trade.
He
cone
a
"The most popular remedy in
ems and °eel
a(13,r '
sign 9 feet above the pavement. No
A 4 3te
no
s
o'
Trouser
Otsego
Int.
1
sden
s from our best irn.
Couete, and the best freind
',
es. sees
So don't forget, when you
action WO,teken because his request
art 'I' rnamseshot
Jots
cf
'
family."
my
writes
Wm.
M.
Dietz,
There Is only one
0
need anything in the Drug or
ported and domestic woolen'
hey. are 0 et 'telt
was not made Properly.
editor and publisher of the Otsego
Druggist Sundry Line, to teleSitievealks down the wItarf on Kenllifekn I
*oelltVe„3a7e
to
for
$5, $6 and $7. In the rem
/
Journal, Gilbertsville, N. Y., "Is Dr.
n,, such ni
photoe 756 and see what prompt
.,
tucky avenue and Broidweo for the
h
"I
Kings
ri
New
antg
on hand arc pieces o
Discover. It has proven
'and satisfaavy service you will
there h
use of river traffic were suggested
e 4 Se
1f
- (rm
As
rt,CuSS
to be an infallible cure for coughs
of ,orm h
get.
goods
that
run up to $12 arc
but no action wee taken, pending the
i
Isis
het her
and coldallakieg short work of the
hes%
That is
dh, is
e
action of er council committee
more
values
n
e
and I guarantei
worst of them
We always keep a
tO 1111
141
wheel is trying to arterre erolterte
1d
P.
1""
CIf
Veen
Whet
bottle in the armee
I believe It to
the fit and workmanship of al
mk
from the Fliaois Central railroad for
lissinft
be the Most valuable prescription
wharf purpose*. The act ion of laywork,
II li,t_
known for Long and Throat Mesetaturi
ing offs lineman weds spriela
emu at
Quartet"! to • never disappoint
eietelitilTOR
avdo city -UM plant was retitled. It
ilmilisrly Nimrod roil:1104U
,
the taker, by all druggists.
Pelee
ire
DRUG
EA
STONE.
ST
was
I
N N
dee;ded that the coat to the street
deceit's,, mi. first and eriginal 4:01,1 TOO*t
50e •ntt 41.00. Trial bottle' free.
Is • WHAT* IPAt'JtAlitt .,its 1,1••••k
; depertmene of 'eleatilher the Market.
sad red lest/etas, •aa bears the slaual ur• of
BOTH PlIONIe.i4 7341.
ent6
/1.-172V-tesel. and other city departments
Poplar Prim Tailor
*honk] he
No one ever regretted Imrvinet
iciserged to e.aeh dep.rtMent hereafter.
Deoadway end Oceenth Street.
111$.111rillt.
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b:uuder,
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FOR YOUR KITCHEN

• •

l

NEW
SPRING ,
HATS

_
.

.

new spring blocks now on
, THEdisplay
at Weille's are meeting

with instant favor from Paducah's
discriminating dressers. They com,, bine advanced styles, refined colorings and absolute dependability. No
more could be expected from any
hat---and no less from such makes as

R
coMPANY-

Eth1Gto-roliN-M-rtitifout,

CHEAP
LOW PRICED
SMALL HOMES

•

si

DUNLAPS

HAW ES

STETSON

YOUNG

-

MONTAGUE

•

6aW trat

Stands Like a Stone Wall

AMERICAN FENCE'.

Pure
Drugs

•

BUY THE BEST

F. H. Jones 4 Co.
Agents for Paducah, Ky.

Also Full Line of Hardware

,

I

W. M. JANES
Trueheart Building

Air

•

Made- to - Order Trousers
_

‘d Brom() Quinine"

S. IL WINSTIAD

Laxative Bromo Quinine

r

SOLOMON .
no

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN

tbc Vaoucab Sun.

al'El)NESDele FEBItUARY

O.
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first governor of les at the home
ring every Fourth of Jule was filedof her son, Mr. Thos. mine without
eat church; his funeral was preached Kentucky...
Bldg. Tel. 127,
a doctor's prescription.
Her paternal grandfather Housman,
-Wed-deag invitations, announce- by Rev.
on Goebel avenue.
Burgess, and hg was buried was Dr. Llewellyn
They
took
an
appear,
alleging
that
It
FOR SALE-North 12th St. gunPowell,
of boutsments and every character ofn
Miss Edna Herman, of Jefferson
Monday at the family
burying_ vtlle, prominent In tne
was not cocaine.
barrel houses, three rooms, $600
medical his- street, is 'recovering from an
graved work is given careful, per- ground.
attack
He left a wine and tire chil- tory of the state.
Other meet-is-Southern Peanut comeach. Rents $8.00 per month, TeleShe is a debutante of fever.
EAT at Whitebead's restaurant.
sonal attention at The Sure
dren, four sons and One daughter.
pany, nuisance. continued
until
of two winters, a charming, attracMrs. Jane Trowlbridge, of tSt.,
FOR RENT-Warehouse or shop, phone 127. H. C. Hollins, Real Estate
-Sexton, the aelp
writer, all
-In. politics he was a Republican, tive
Thursday afternoon; F. 0, Larsen,
girl, with a winning grace ot Marys,
0., Is visiting- Mr. and Mrs. drunkennes
Second and Tennessee. Phone 221. and Rentals, Trueheart Bldg.
kinds of sign andhathittisIng writing, and was dearly beloved and res..a.cted
s, $1 and coals.
manner and personality, and her cir- W.
A. Dallas, of 1'5.21 Broad street.
fine painting of every character, en- by men of all parties.
WANTED-Two young
men to
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring
cle of friends in her home who will
Ool. John Keller has gone to St.
travel and represent a well estabside work and carriage painting and
437 F. Levin.
'egret to lose her, is a very large one. Louie, and after
The Woman ot It.
a 'brief business visit
repairing. Phone 401
house. Experience
CLO1 HES cleaned and repaired. lished Chicago
FISCAL COFFIN ADJOITRNS;
Mae Powell spent a portion of last in that city
will
go
west
trot necessary. Must come well recfor
severe.
-Fine carnations at 511c per dozen
Jas. Duffy, Phone 956-a.
SHERIFF NOT YET READY winter in Paris, Texas, with her weeks,
ommended. Address J. E. Morgan,
at Bruneons, 529 Broadway.
OVERSTREET, the painter. New
aunt, Mrs. John Martin, and the'sSept. A. H. Egan. tg the Louisville
Paducah, Ky., Gen. Del.
-Globe Wernicke titing cases and
The payment f delinquent fran met Dr. Fitzpatrick. She received
975.
1025,
phone
old
phone
division of the Illinois Central. Passall supplies for them, also the beet obits, taxes today caused Sheriff John much social
FOR SALE-South Side residence
attention while in Per- ed through the city sleet
FOR SALE-Four room house,
night,
en
line of carbons. A fuli Line of blank Ogilesie te be unprepared to settle in, and made
of five rooms eleven blocks from
many friends therawho route to 'Memphis octibusines
12th.
Ring
R.
367
S.
705
a.
boots and ale kindette office surpass. witineeeeel *part- thee morning,' and siBli welcome
Broadway, large shade trees, improvher return. '
Drs. James Sleetiteernd J. H. SetROOM and board, 408 Washington.
Telephone ceders promptly filled. Old court was adieurned at 11:310 o'clock
ed streets, having necessary out'Dr. Fitzpatrick is of a family tle went to Dawson ttits
phone
2500.
Old
Morning
on
phone 436. R. D. Clements & Co.
until Friday morning In order
buildings, new and very deferable.
to prominent in Paris, his native home. trueinees.
WANTED-Good
cook, colored, Price $1500
-Maude Curry, wife of Robert give him time to make cat his report. He is a graduate of the University
with terms. Inquire at
of
Mr. Joe Walker, superintendent of
good wages. Old phone 248.
Curry, the well known colored janiThe fiscal court was caeed in spec- Texas, Notre Dame College.
once. Telephone 127. H. C. HoPens,
and the machinery of the Netthville division
tor at the Columbia building, died ial mean this morning for the pur- University of Pennsylvan
HORSE for sale. Bargain. George Real Estate and Rentals, Trneheart
ia, and has of the ?Illinois Central, was In PaduSkelton, 817 South 5th St.
last night at 9:16 o'clock of a com- pose of settling watt the sheriff and done especial
Bldg.
work at Bellevue hos- cah last night arranging to remove
plication of diseases after an Illness hearing other urgent matters. Coun- pital. New York.
WANTED--Position
office
girl,
as
FOR SALE-South Third street,
He takes leading his family to Princeton, hie headof a year. She was 26 years old and ty Attorney Ansen Barkley was Pres- rank in hie ,profeesloti
tieing old phone 24e6.
16 room 'house, two stories, frame,
in Parts and is quarters.
leaves a husband. The funeral wit: ent but did not render his opinion in poptear socially.
WANTED--Good cook and a -house between Clark and
Adams, large
Mr. and eire. Willem T. Gould, of
occur tomorrow aiellilleon at 2:30 the county road improvement bond
boy. Two in family. Ring old phone rooms, fronting brick street, concrete
New York, who have been the gusts
o'clock at the Seventh and Trimble issue.
sidewalks. Lot 72x172, including
Paducah Couple Married at Cairo. of M.re. lelbridge lavImer and Mies
227.
The only matter of interest In the
Street Christian elterch.
Today's Cairo Bulletin says:
Frances Gould for several drys, left
FOR RENT-Furnished or unfur- stable and other out buildings. $4000.
-We desire to announce to the meeting was the reference of the
"The marriage of Thomas .1. Lloyd this morning for California to visit
nished rooms. Apply The Inn, 317 Terms arranged. H. C. Hollins, Real
public that the temporary abandon- cleaning out of a well on the ceneets and Miss Minnie
Estate, Trueheart Building, TeleSanders, both of Pa- Mrs. Gould's father. Master William
7th.
N.
ment, by the'Traction company, of ixxor farm to Magistrates Iheicii and death. Ky.,
phone 127.
was solemnized yester- Gould and little Miss Jane 03tonicl
WANTED-To sell real cneap,
their owl car service will not effect Broad foot. The well Is 3010 feet day afternoon
at the .Presbyterian wie remain hae, with their aunts
FOR SALE-Fruit farm 62 acres
Mrs. Lomas-I don't nee what she black mare in good condition. Apply
our prices to and from depot. We deep and has about 75 feet of send parsonage, the
Rev. A. S. Buchanan, while their parents make the western wanted to marry him for Ile has a
near McMinnville, Tenn., at $25 per
West Kentucky Coal Co.
will continue to serve all who may deposit in it.
officiating."
cork leg, a glass eye, a wig and false
trip.
acre, gravel road all around place,
favor us with their patronage, at the
FOR RENT-House 4
.3
per lake fed by never falling brook,small
They are well known young peeMrs. George Langstaff, Jr., Is take teeth.
prevailing day rate. Palmer Transfer
Mr. Lomasa-Well, my dear, you know month: three blocks from P. 0. cc- residence,
Paducah "Bootleggers."
pie of the south side, and, went to leg Miss leery -Barrett In Louisville.
barns, etc., ready access to
woman always did have a hankering ply 441 S. Sixth.
Co.
Pad tee h "bootleggers" were pre- Cairo In order to have a quiet wenMrs. M. V. Howse, 'of 626 South
eity. Call telephone 127. H. C. Holremnants.
after
-Belvedere beer is a home pro- valent in the section east of the
WANTED--Gels to room
and bins, Real Eetate and Rentals, Truecite ding. They were accompanied
by Tenth street, leaves tomorrow for
duct. Remember that.
Monthly. The news was circulated Miss Mabel Hughes anti Mr. Gilbert Jackson, Tenn., to
board,
212 South Fourth. Old phone heart Bldg.
visit her mother, PASTORS AND GOVERNOR CLASH
-elf Levi Calhoun, ,colored, held around that certain persona and they Whitman, of the cite-.
2122.
returning to Mrs. H. H. Woodward.
I P'OR SALE-Snburban
home of
over Ores morning in polieeatitirt for were from 'Paducah, were selling Paducah
last night and are at home
Miss Carrie KRE,:i, of 313 North Colorado Executive Is Taken to Task
fiverooms with large grounds, quick
FOR
SALE-Two
horses
wagand
terse stealing is convicted, it will booze outside the city limits
east of at Rae Clark street.
Sixth street, will leave next week to
„
by Methodist Ministers.
on. John T. Sherron, R. F. D. No. 2. access to city, excellent for poultry
mesa a $50 reward or Patrolmen the city. Sheriff W. L Brand got
The bride its the daughter of Mr. visit friends in Mobile, Ale, end later
land gardens, two wells and all nee
Phone
536.
James Brennan and Walter Shelby, wise anti sent his deputies, John Gal- and
Mrs. James W. Sanders of 809 wilt go to Indian Territory to reside
Denver. Feb. 20.- Haled on the
easary improvements. $1500 cash. H.
FOR
RENT
who arrested ?ten --esitertlay morning. loway, Boyd Sulivan'
-Nicely
furnished
and Joan Gal- Clark :street and iw a popular and at- with her brother.
carpet to explain why he was not in
rooms,
eipmenienc
front
all
-Got your meals at AVII4teheild'e inetten on the outlook for the man
es, 8.37 C Holitte. Trueheart Bldg., Real
traetive sonng lady. Mr. Lloyd is
'Mrs. Hubbard El. Wells', of the Len- favor of the Drake local option hill
Estate and Rentals. Tel. 127.
Jefferson.
restaurant ' road w
who was dispensing the corn spirits. clerk at Wallserstet
n Bros.' store.anti Pire Rats, Is convalescing from a se and was In favor of he Kelly bill,
FOR SALE-North Mae, close to
days.
e,.
e aer!loYikil
SALE-One 4-hgree power
j3
n The alleged violators of the also got is an
litfeeed
Industrious and
respected vere attack of grip.
which has been drawn by Attorney
market house, excellent location for
teed.
wise and escaped before tee officers young man
Fairbanks
gasoline
Morse
engine.
&
[Mr. .and Mrs. Edward H. Bring- General Dixon, former attorney for
-The Rev. J. W. Blackard,- D. 11, could -get them in charge. It ix said
Apply R. C. Farthing, Lone Osticaley. hoarding house.eight rgom residence,
'Inlet are ,expected home tomorrow the brewers, Governor
Henry
A. Old phone 1292.
frame, upper and lower porches.track
will conduct prayer service at the that the men dealing out the whisky
Washington Birthday Party.
afternoon &rout their 'briday trip to ancibtel- appeared before the Metho
porch, two halls, porcelain bath, sewBroadway Methodist church this ev- were from Paducah.- Mayfield MesSouth
'Master
LOST-on
Third
street
or
heonerd
Campbee,
the tit- Cuba and °thee points. They are now dist ministers of The city ibis 'morn. .
erage, newly painted, city and cisening.
senger.
tie son of MT. and Mrs. Wheeler Camp in Clerkeviille visiting
Mr. Bring- ing, faced his brother clergymen, on South Third street car, one cross tern water,
stables, etc, lot 50:173.
-City subscribers to the Daily
and clean, G. 1. V. on cross. Return
bell, will entertain a number of his burst's parents Mr. and MTS. William made a plausible
speech Incorporatrum. Terms. H. C. Hollins, TrueSun who wish the delivery of their
-Mrs. James .Ftlee, of Seventh and little friends with a George Washing- Brinerhurst
. They will be at 'home ing his reasons for beipg willing to to Sun office.
heart Bldg., Telephone 127.
papers stopped must notify our col- (lark streets Is out after a brief Ha- ton birthday party oreFrittey evening with
airs. Mildred Davis at 620 Ken- compromise with interests Inimical
FOR SALE-Pive fresh mulch cows
lectors or make their 'requests di- tless of the erne
?OR SALE-West End residence
from s to 11 oelock at 'his home on tucky avenue.
to the temperance people, and escap- Old phones 867 and 789. El. B. Caldrect to Tn. Sun office. No attention
of five rooms, on lot fronting 10ft
Captain and 'Mre. W. H. Ed wards ed without a vote of censure. The well.
will be pall to such orders when
feet with depth of 165 feet to 'Ilea
;left this morning for a visit to ministers, however, will use
FOR SALE-gsloon at corner of
their ingiven to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
having fonr cabinet mantles, private
:Clear 1 esto ni, MO.
fluence to secure the passage of the Third and Washington,or 300 S.
-Drink Belvedere the Paducah
sewerage,
hot and cold wither. porceMr. and 'Mrs. Paul MoKeel, of May- Drake bill, which the governor op- Third street. Henry Hast,
beer.
lain bath, two large porches, finished
field, spent yesterday in ehe city.
poses. They were almost unanimous
FOR RENT- Newly furnished in hard wood. We are offering both
-Mr. Thomas J. Bradley ap emMies' Ruby Shelton has returned to In their opposition to him. Tne govfront room with board In private house and lot at a price lower than
ploye of the Illinois Centralher borne In Mayfield after a pleas- ernor expressed confidence in the atfamily. 414
Clark street. Pnons the cost of the house *alone. Anyone
and Miss .Ieeste 0. Rawls, were maxant visit to rtaatives in this city,
torney general 'despite the latter's 1166.
tied in Metropolis tills morning by
seeking either a home or an invest'Mrs. Clarence Bennett is visiting former affiliations.
'Squire [Agree.. They went over on
SEND
ment will find It worth while to Inyour
olothes
te
iii
ePaTilitrelatives in Fulton.
the Covaing and returned on the
imes Pressing club, 302 14 Broadway. vestigate this at once, $3.5)
.10). Terms.
Chief of Police James (keens find (711)0SE PONTVIASTEII Dieame boat.
High & Browder, proprietors. Hots H. C. Hoelns, Real Estate and RenDetective Will Baker, of Paducah,
-Last night the Tully 'Livery
tal, Trueheert Bldg. Tel. 127.
phones 1507. '
were in the city Monday night.- Resident,
' of Michigan Town Hold
company shipped a horse to St. 1,011i45,
FOR
ATwo
brick
efeyfield Messenger.
eUere
Election to End Rivalry.
end this morning found the animal
STRIKES TIE CI' CITY.
houses, Eleventh and Broadway, one
W. L. Young, of 1213 Broad-way,
In polities/eon of William 'Duke, at
two-story
brick
business
house.
is quite sick with grip.
Frankfort, 'Mich., Feb. 30.----At the
Thirteenth and Clay streets. The
Thirteenth and Clay. Paducah Brew- filleten Telephone Carle of Heirlia
Mrs. Mary Campbell who has been euggeetion of Congressman 11.,
P.
volved in street Oar Walkout.
tome bed jumped from the moving
the guest of Mrs. [aura Fowler, 727 Bishop, an election was held bore to- ing company,
Beene, Moist., Feb. 30.-Street car
box car and was badly bruised and
WANTED--A collector. Must be
Broadway, will leave Saturday fot day to decide who shortki be recomservice, electric eight 'service and telsprained.
HopkInwrille to visit relatives amilmeneled for the postmasterehlp of well recommended and heroes goon
ephone service In Helene were diaperfriends before returning to her home l Frankfort. This unusual Proeedstre'team and buggy. Position will pa"gentled todas lay strikes of motormen,
If this %timid is none the hater for
In Winchester, Va.
[remelted in a victory by a 'slight mere one hundred dollars a month and orinductors,
your living, ti1l! next will have none
linemen and
telephone
Master John Campbell will leave gin tor C. a Ool'Aer, who thee held the expenses. Address 1'. D. C1sughton, girls
The linemen employed by the
56f your life.
Saturday for Winchester. Va., to re-:offiee for the past eight years. Mr.!Paducah. Ky.
Helene Light and Power company
sume his studies at the Military In- Ooltier got let vote", Gemeee Motive -reiri SALICI-Or rest:
South 8th were the first to milk* The'
Yon can not hurl eaten from his
,endueshltete there.
. Lel,. and likiwin Nevius 114..
Everybody reads this paper-it is tree", quite surprising
street •realdenee, 15 -rooms, water oa tors and motormen walked fee in
. throne by Carovelog adjectives at him
Mow they pare therm pages o'er. Is studying the advertiene.
- I Rev. W. T.' Rollin& D. D,. will
both floors. $2000 with terms, or sympathy and later the linemen
and
Looking for the things he fancies in the WANTS and big "display,"
leave this evening for 'Memphis ' to
It is faith 'mixed with fare; and 'rent $20 per month. H. C. Mollies, telephone
girl. in the service of the
He who runs (or walks) must read what ADVERTISERS have to say.
!MUs deeds tell more than the
address the Nineteenth Century club not with lances that aolato the eon-- R4Wi1 Estate and Rentals, Truebeere
•
e
Reeky idoustain Pohl company walked
largest plainest bumps of cliaractte
....e.•
ivletIon la a **Trawl.
of that city.
rids. Tel. 137.
tout. All deiveuttl higher wages,
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Forks that were-12:50

adies cailor thins, $15.00
Valueg, Yhi4 Week or
$4.90

Now $1

Table Spoons $2 to $3

Now $1

•

4

Tea Spoons $1.50 to $2

#

•

14 •
•

Now 75c

DEATHS OF A DAY

Knives $2.00 to $3.00

Now $1

U Must B Quick

6E0.0. HART & SONS CO

is

I

1•

4

440

••

He Who Walks Mu:' Read.

I

t

!

e
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CAPITAL GOSSIP
IS INTERESTING

Thin
Faces
and
Figures

Made
Plump
and
Attempt to Fine Vice-PresiPleasing, dent For Being Tardy

seresewee

AVMs

lag irlYis by detlehat of states. The I
corporation a* a business institution
now does not confine its activities to
any one section of the Union, but
traffic Is so intricate and cievers
such a wide territory that divergent
'saws framed to govern it must result
.n checking its flow and in other
way e retarding the free exchange ot
commodities.

1
Strength

Why Vinol Is Better Than Any Other Remedy to Restore

Health and

Because Vinci is a real Cod Liver Preparation and does not
contain a single disagreealxle or harmful ingredient and is 112t

o Aisti-Treat.
a secret formula.
Drop a tear for the death of the
Because Vinol contains all the medicinal elements —tile
Rivers and Harbors Appropiiation Is Anti-treat club:
Are you too thin in face or fonn k Do you
This organization,
soothing,
healing, strengthening and flesh creative properties
want to look plumper—snore attractive,
Still Topic of Discussion in
fostered by certain members of conheahluar
Oil—but without oil or grease.
Liver
Cod
of
Wouldn't you give most anything if you
Washington.
gress, a few army men, and a num10 to 20 pounds of good substantial flesh to could add
your
Because everything in Vinol,—except the tonic iion and a
You can now do this without risking one cent frame?
ber of Washington's prominent busiin case of
tine old wine,—is actually extracted from fresh cods' livers
failure. A food has been produced that is
existence
ness
on
men,
into
sprang
accomplishing
wonders for lona poupk la name a
and their oil.
IL%ILROAD
UI5
AGAINST
IT January 1st, when the order of the
Because Vinol is deliciously palatable and agreeable under
day was the framing of good respiteall conditions. Everybody likes it.
eons. The birthplace of the club
was the Homestead Hotel at Hot
Because Vinol tones up the system, strengthens every organ,
Washington, Feb. 20.—There is Springs, Va., where the organizers
nerve, muscle and fibre of the whole body and thus overcomes
something about the senate atmos- were gathered to fortify themselves
weakness by thoroughly,eradicating the cause of disease.
phere that makes for peace. Whew with the mineral baths in readiness
That's Why Vinol is altogether different and better than any
the credentials of Robert L. Taylor, for the simple life taey were resolved
other remedy for Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, and all Throat,
"Fiddling Bob," as Senator-elect to lead during 1907. These charter
Lung and Wasting Diseases.
from Tennessee, were presented this members solemnly agreed not to tteat
A FOOD—NOT A pazoictme
week, the i'norreor for the new meat' or accept a treat of any intoxicating
Why Vino! Restores Health and Strength to
That's
- Not a cure all, but a flesh maker. It is a concentrated vegetable
ber was Senator Carmack, the man liquor in any public bar in the DisDelicate Children, Feeble Old People, Weak and Sickly
fut and starch, ready to be taken qtuckly into the system. it is
whom "Fiddling Bob" defeated. Tay- trict of Columbia', and the penalty
the shortest and surest route to flesh. We are absolutely conPersons, Nursing Mothers, and Convalescents.
fident that PEPTOL will Increase your weight. We cannot
lor and Carmack had a red hot fight for each violation was to be ten do:say just how many pounds you will gam the first month,
last fall, during which bitter person- hies, which was to go to charity.
WE RETURN MONEY IF IT FAILS TO GIVE SATISFACTION
but we do positively guarantee that you will gain in flmh.
alities were indulged in, and it was Alas, for human frai:ty, the club now
If you do not yottr money will be returned -- and your
sord alone suffices. Sign the coupon and start today.
hardy expected that the senator is only a memor), and the enthusiwould unbend sufficiently or over- asts are willing even to forget that.
Pagatil
no
is for sale
look past bitterness enough to pert
Peptol Co.,
by leading
him to present his successor's papers.
Georivenor's Load.
First National
Arad stores.
However, he surprised his friends.
Bank
Present the
The heralded farewell dinner in
Chicago, Ill.
A similar surprise was afford Mi the honor of Gen. Charles H. Grpsvenor,
coupon below
Laboratory.
to the dre,gi.A.
senate only a short time ago when who retires to private life at
Battle Creek, Mich.
the
There's Only 0 n e Way to Get
Senator Spooner stood as sponsor for close of the present session after
his colleague, Senator
LaFollette, many years of continuoue service as Lettuce
Rich and That's by Saving..
Sc bunch.
who when he was governor declared ed with a handsome souvenir menu Parsnips
5c quart.
If you eesolve to save a certain portion, however
Name
that his one aim and ambition in representative from Ohio,
was held Turnips
10e gal.
small,
of the money you earn, deposit it each month
life was to get the political scalp or this week. Each guest
Addrees
was present- Swats' potatoes
...... 60c bu
or oftener in our Bank at 4 per cent interest, you'll
Senator Spooner.
containing on the inside an auto- Irish potatoes
..
75e bu
TO THE DRUGGIST.
be pleased and surprised to find how quickly you will
graphed photograph of Gen. Grcsve- Sassafras
Above I have signed my risme and
Sc bunch
herewith is one dollar for two pounds
accumulate a substantial sum. We will loan you a
Fairbarik's Safe.
nor, with a photographic reproduc- Young onions
of Peptfil. It. is astreed if I take
.2 bunohes Sc.
Peptol recularly for or.e 'north
Senator McCreary
of Kentucky tion of the capitol on the outside. Greens
Home Savings Bank to help you save. $1.00 will
and do nazain in ww4nt. sr.d
lac bunch.
so report the circurnsfsiWcee
this week made an effort to put the The aged Ohioan was aped on his way Beets
2 bunches 16c
n full to the Peptol Co..
you account with us. Start today, We invite
open
they
t
will authorize you
tall and austere Vice Pre4idetit-rair- to his hotel by a chorus of cheers, Radishes
2 bunches Lie.
to refund mY money.
accounts.
small
ltanks "in a hole" by finding the pres- and before he entered his carriage he Celery
75c doz.
ident of the senate for being late for was loaded down with great bunches Strawberries
20c -box.
0
. the first time eince he has presinded of roses that had decorated the ban- Grape fruit
3 for 25c.
over the chamber.
Mr. McCreary quet table. As he was entering _.h,s Bananas
10c doe
moved-that the ([Sit be imposed, but hotel at midnight, Gen. Grosvenor Otsinges
20e doe.
ASK ARREST OF H. CLAY PIERCE mittee having in charge the investi- some of his wary colleagues dissuad- was met in The rotunda by a party of Apples
e
26c peck.
gation of the conduct of United ed him from oreseing the matter. ladies who Were just returning from Chickens
35c to 76c. 1
Texas Offichils Send Requisition Pa- States Senator Joseph W. Bailey,will pointing out that Mr. Fairbanks in the theater.
rkeys
..
10c lb.
resume the sessions tomorrow. It is retaliation could compel al: senators
pers to Missouri Governoi.
"Why, Congressman
Grosvenor," Rabbits
10c each.
announced tonight that Senator Bai- to be present for the opening prayer. said one of the bevy. "I see you are Eggs
2,5e doz.
Butter
Jefferson City, Mo., Feb. 20.—Re- ley may go on the stand in the af- At the present time, not more than a laboring under quite a load."
25c lb.
"Madam " replied Gen. Grosvenor. Ham
tic lb
gnisition
was received here today tereoon. The general attorney of the dozen senators are in their seats when
from the governor of Texas for H. Waters-Pierce Oil company, J. D the chaplain's invocation opens the "I confess I have just returned from Sausage
lb.
122c M. viers county, Is the only announced N.. C. & St. L. New City Ticket Office,
Clay Pierce of St. Lou.e. president of Johnson. and al: the books of the session. While they were argniug it, a banquet, but I assure you upon my Lard
back to St. Mr. Fairbanks slipped into his seat, word of honor that I drank nothing
the Waters-Pierce 011 company, who company have started
candidate.
430 Broadway.
stronger than coffee."
's wanted in Austin. Texas, on the Louie and are no longer under the just two minutes late.
Through tickets on sale to Nasheharge of making false afflilavits, jurisdiction of the committee. Tne
Atlanta and
Chatanooga,
ville.
"Everybody Should Know."
Governor Folk will have a hearing on books were not displayel in ariRivers and Harbors.
The Limit of Life.
says C. G. Hays, a prominent.busines points in the southeast; to Jackson.
l:knee.
the requisition request tomorrow.
The me:: eminent medical scieaThe senate committee is now sitman of Bluff, Mo., thaet Bucklen's Memphis and points southwest. InNew York
Feb.
Clay
ting up o' nights with the rivers and tists are unaneeSus in time conclusion
Arnica Salve is the quickest and sur- terchangeable 1,00•0 mile tickets for
Winfrey Leaves State Board,
Pierce of the Waters-Pierce Oil comNOT WE.
harbor's appropriation
bill, which that the generally accepted limitaMiddlesboro, Ky.. Feb. 211.—Supt. est healing salve ever applied to sore, $.25.00. D. J. Mulluney, city passenOwners of property east of 13th was paesed tinanimonely by the tion of human life is many years be- M.
pany, for whom requieltion papers,
0. Winfrey, of the Middlesboro burn or wound, or to a case of piles. ger agent.
were issued by the governor of Tex- street, south of Clay and north of house after a debate that lasted ten low the attainment possible with the city sAtools.
Democratic nominee for I've used it and know what, I'm talkas, is at the Waldorf-Astoria in this Adams. having houses of four or flvt- day'.. It is altogether probable that advanced knowledge of which the
—Place your orders for wedding
superla:endent of public instruction, ing about," Guaranteed by all drugcity.
roome may find a ready purchaser for the bin will be reported out practi- race is now possessed. The critical has tendered
invitations at home. The Sun shows
his resignation as a gists, 25c.
Austin. Tex.. Felt. 20.—After a such piorierty by telephoning number cally in the same condition in whieu period, that determines it duration,
as great an assortment as you find
member of the state board of examtwo days' reeess the legiestive chm- 127. H. C. HollinseTrueheart Bldg.
—When tired of tenant-hunting anywhere at prices much lower than
it was received Oven the house seems to be between 50 and GO; the iners.
with placards, try a want ad.
Senator Dick of Ohio Is organizing- a proper care of f1.4 body. dieting t
•ou_ pay en ewhere.
combination eith a view to forcing decade cannot be too strongly urged: Seek to Close Over Forty Saloons.
1131G. IFACTORIIIIES
appropriations for more Ohio river carelessness then being fatal to
Owensboro, _Ky., Feb. 20.—Petilocks and dams. He is receiving sup- longevity. Nature's best helper after tions were fl:ed In the county court
port on the part of senators front 50 is Electric Bitters, the scientific today calling for locaS _aptioneei:eePennsylvania. West Virginia, and tonic medicine that revitalizes every C10119 in Daviese county and the city
Kentucky, but the indications are organ of the body. Guaranteed by of Owensboro. The court has not set
that the committee will not make all druggists, 50c.
the time for the holding of tiee elecany further psovisions on the theory
tions. There are over 40 selects In
One of our largest recent shipFactory File at Hickman.
that Chairman Burton's appropriathe city of Owensboro.
ments was to a big firm in London, Eng. We
tions were intelligently and justly
One of the Mengel Box factories at
arc one of the few American shoe manufacTrade. The greatest good feeling Hickman was destroyed by fire. The
Hand of Affliction.
turers maintaining European traveling salesmarks the consideration of the bill toes is estimated at $25,000 which is
Frankfort, Ky., Feb. 20.— The
in the senate committee, for the Sen- partially covered by insurance. The hand
men.
of affliction has been laid upators realise that the
country IE factory burned rapidly and made an on the family of John Rice. who
Diamond Brand shoes are world-wide sellers
was
aroused to the necessity for (talent' Immense fire that could be seen _for burned
because whcre they are once worn they are
to death Saturday night in a
and unbiased distribution of govern- miles. A number of employes were- shanty boat
on log rafts in Kentucky
wanted again. The styles are correct, the
ment moneys for this work.
The thrown out of work. The factory is to Kver. in Esttli tenuity. When the
workmanship and fit ideal, and they wear.
measure is mot now regarded as a be immediately rebuilt.
body was brought here this after"pork" bill, but as one that is of
noon for b.utial it became known that
vital importanee to the commerce of
Regular as the Sun."
Rice's wife was Ill at tile pest house
e
the entire country. It is not unlike- Is an expressinn as old as the lace. and a daughter
was also
:1•ijrgi,
ly that the bill, as it will come from ko doubt the rising and setting of the
el -awe •j
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the Senate. win provide an increase An is the most regular performance
•
Race Home Man Centlidate.
over the amount appropriated by the in the universe, unless it is the action
Newport, Ky... Feb. 20.-011. Jes.
House, thus making the—bill come of the liver and bowels When regulat• H. Young, -the well-known
FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
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(doter to meeting the demands of the ed with Dr. King's New Life Pills. manager of the Latonia
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national rivets and harbors congress Guaranteed by all droggistii 25c.
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Ilechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
210 Broadway
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DIAMOND BRAND SHOES

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

IN'FOGGY LONDON.

Real Estate Agency.
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DAMOND BRAND'
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WE AWE MORE PM SHOES THAN ANY OTHER HOUSE /NW WEST

1111ANIONO BRAND SHOES

OUR SPECIALTY
We are the only dentists In
Paducah who take out your old
teeth and insert new ones the
same day.

The old and well
trodden paths are good, but the
new paths are better. We have

taken the lead, so come with

Us.

Full set of teeth

00

Gold Crowns, 22k
Fillings.....

Hours 8 a. m to 8
Sunday 9 a a. to 4 p. a.
PHONE 330

.........

in 50
...SIX and up

Remember we use only the
best matella Is and guarantee al:
gold Work 10 years.'

The Hill Dental Co.
204 1-2 Broadway. Over Cherry's Grocery.

from Campbell county. He has bees
Up Against It.
home for a few days' visit, looking
An example, of the confusion that
over the Geld, and left today for New
results from the enactment by states
York in the interest of the-Indepenof }awe that conflict wife: federal
dent Telephone company.
• 'legislation governing Interstate commerce is seen this week in a telegram
Cs11 Primary for April 0.
received by the Interstate commerce
Owensboro, Ky., Feb. 20.—The
from the Great Northern Rallreaa
Demooratie committee of the Eighth
company. The railroad company
enatorial dIstrict, composed of thei
complied with the law in -every TVcounties of Daviees and McLean, meta
gar& but now finds that it is being
at the Rudd House this afternoon
'ground between the upper millstone
and called a brimary election for
of federal legislation and the nether
April for the purpose of nominating
, milletone of state law. The comsuccessor to the late Senator Geo.
pany's telegram was as follow!:
,W. Hickman. The expenses of the pri"Bills now pending In the legle'mary' were estimated at $600. Hon.
!attire of various states thro' which
Tf el Overstreet, the preient repre. • the legislature from Da
1 the Great Northern operates propose
If your present glasses fall to
0111411111!1•Ir
,to establish maximum passenger rater
give you sue and comfort,
1F of two cents,, in which event this
there's a mething wrong—la
.rompany will not wish to continue the
i.
It
your glass or your eyes?
ow rates provided in traffic now cu
AND CURE THE LUNGS
That's a. vital question with
'Me with the commissit4h."
you. A glass Is either right or
WITH
thisieondition of affairs is a source
wrong—there's no middle sta:
of much uneasiness to the a/innatelion.
tratIon. The effects of this clash of
laws on all form's of business is
EYES EXAMINED FREE
hound to be deleterious. Efforts are
ONSURIPTION
Nice
OU11/111 and
tieing made to eodviace the American
5ffe St.00
OLDS
tree Trial
psopie that the control of corporation/I can far better be exerreartry a
Surest
Quicker,.
Cure
...lid
for ;17
Paducah
Ileetlaserlart
41
Optical
THROAT and LUNG T1ttitr1;
eomprehensive federal law then byeoo 111,10ADWAY
iindlvIduat and necessarily contlict-iismimmumausenisam Lea, or 111tONICT DA=

The Wrong Glass

KILL,
.COUCH

I

Dr.king's
New Discovery

STEINFELO OPTICAL CO.

FORI

To Save Money

COOK WITH GAS
To Save More Money
Buy your Gas Stove between now
and March J. On that date the prices
on stoves will be increased 10 to 15
per cent.

Now is Your Chance
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Paducah Light

Power Co.
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HE

Masquerader

'SIOOT DEFENDS
AGAINST ATTACK

REMOVED TO THIRD AND,
KENTUCKY.
Book Binding,

Bank Work, Legal
and library Work a specialty.

Says He
By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON.

HENRY MAIIMEN, JR.
Purity is in the air
up our way---nothing but a few houses,
an old distillery'and
lots of corn and rye.

Never Had But One

Wife In

His Lite

Author of “The Circle." Etc.
Courisht. 1904. by Harper ea Brothers
6

Nothing in Oath or Enclownient Ceremony Hostile to This Government,

(Centime! front Yesterday.)
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METROPOLIS, ILL.
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
Newest and hest hotel in the city.
Hates .34-.00.
Two large easnple
rooms. Bath rooms, Electric Lights.
The only centrally located Hotel in
the city.
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE SOLICITED.
- - -ST.,LOUIS
"I) TENNESsEE
RIVER PACKET COMPANY

Early Times
Jack Beam ,.

POLYGAMY
IS
DISCOURAGED
CHAPTER XV.
N entering the pavilion Loder's
first feeling was one of annoyed awkwardness at duding
Washington, Feb. 20 --Speaking
himself in almost total darkExCC1S in biscuit
in his own defense, Senator Rasa
tees. But as his eyes grew accusmaking,because the
Smoot, addressed the senate today
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
tomed to the gloom the feeling vanishB Atled in bond. Oldest
life of the powder is
on the general subject of Mormonism
ed and the absurdity of the position
slowly liberated into
condemned
He
polygamy in the stron- .
bottling ili tight years.
came to his mind.
the dough.
gest terms and declared emphaticelly
The tent was email, heavily draped
No coarse and crumbly
with silk and smelling of musk. It
that ne had taken no oath inconsistcrust so frequent in biswas divided into two sections by an
ent with that he has taken as seuacuit. One heaping teaimmovable curtain that hung from the
spoonful to a quart of
tor. Mr. Smoot spoke as foeows:
roof to within a few feet of the floor.
flour.
"Mr. President:
The only furniture on Loder's side
The goodness of HI-Fitet, I desire to state, as I have
LO is protected in
was oute low chair, and the only light
Leaves; Padnt •h For Tennessee River
—
moist-procii tins. Conrepeated:3- heretofore stated, to the
a taiut radiance that, coming from
Every Wednesday at 4 p.
forms witInall pure food
senate and to the country, that I am
the invisible half of the pavilion,
laws, State and National.
a. W. WRIGHT.
..... .•Muster
spread across the floor in a pale baud..
net and never have been a polygaA DIME A POUND
IMMIGRATION.
con will be -made, it is understocel, EUGENE ROBINSON, •
Clerk
For a short space be stood uncertain,
miat. I never had but one wife and
At your Grocer's.
This company is not responsible
with
then his hesitation was brought to an
a
view
a
more
to
equitable
disCOMMITS MI6 POWDEI CO.
she is my present wife.
end.
tribution of immigrants by which the for invoice charges unless collected
Sadie lie,
Tweessee
"There has been a more or lere Commisaloners Said to Re Deckled on
-Please sit down," said a low, soft
southern states will receive greater by the der). te the boat.
Finally.
prevalent opinion that the doctrine
voice.
accessions to its population from this
of polygamy was obligatory upon the
Fos a further moment be stood unsource. There is some doubt as to EVANSVILLE,
PADUCAH
AND
mc.nbers of the
Washington, D. C., Feb. 20.--It is
decided. The voice sounded so unexMormon church,
whether Senator McLaurin will serve
pectedly near. In the quiet and darkwhereas, In truth anti fact, no such 'stated on excellent authority that the
on the commission, and should he deCAIRO LINE.
ness of the place it seemed to possess
obligatory doctrine has ever existed. president has decided upon five of
(Incorporated)
• cline the appointment Senator Latea disproportionate weight, almost the
The revelation concerning polygamy, the nine commissioners of Inimigraweight of a familiar thing. Then with
nue of South Carolina will probably
as originally made and as always In- lien provided for in the immigration
a sudden. uuautelyzed touch of relief.
Evansville and Paducah Packets.
be named.
terpreted, is
permissible and not bill which passed the senate yester"i"ott mama titlic off gotir
he located the impression. It was the
mandatory.
by
clay
a strict party vote.
As a matter of fact, only
The
similarity to Lady Branifell's sweet.
"I'd1 Afraid you think me very
A STITCH IN TIME
slow tones that had stirred his mind.
3 small percentage of the adherents three members from the senate will will save nine. So will a bottle of
troublesome." The voice came
onLan%sa
manyasre
ersi%relen
I
Ba
osanes
nd Syrup always
With a sense of satisfaction he drew delicately
Lodge
eassachusett
of,that
of
faith have ever been preygae Diling:
low and conciliatory.
the chair forward and sat down.
r;lf000rp:;loguithost;gZildrsirs0rcin:
For a brief Second Loder wondered mists. The vast majority
of the ham of New Hampshire and McLaurThen for the first time he saw that uncertainly
AltITlioreancir
bow long or how well Chil- Iseult members of the church from in of Mississippi. One of the three (
(Daisy Except Sunday.)
Hot Springs, Ark., writes: "I keep a
on the other side of the gauze partition cote
b
moyttm
knew Lady A.strupp; then he tile Its foundation to the present
leAfictinaell:d
e4.ilionrdehtiout
un
n,
?s
myyrufWer!
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
time members from the house will be Benand below It by a few !tubes was a missed
the question. (7hileote had have been
nett of New York. The leading civil- thought many times. It has prevented Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evansmonogamists.
small table of poliseed wood, on which never
mentioned her until t /Mgt, anti
Beate Patna, !telling, Scabby S
stood an open -hook; a crystal ban mitt -then
"The Nixermen people, however,.re- Ian will he James B. Reynolds of Mac'
elite and way landings at 11 a. m.
mei
DIseamea.
Sold arywaull7reulgraftssic
. "ea&
Casually as Cady Bramfell's sister.
Permanently cured by taking Botanic a gold dish filled with ink. These were
Special excursion rate now in efWhat a coward he was becoming In garded this doctrine—although pee. sachuseo.s, who conducted the invesBlood Balm.. If you have aches and arranged on
the side of the table near- throwing the dice
paint! In bones. back and joints. Itching
The 'nappy Christian so advertises fect from Paducah to Evansville and
with fate! Without missible in character-Las part of tigation against the packing house,
Scabby Skin. Blood feels hot or thin; est to him, the farther side being out further delay
he drew off the rings. their religious faith and when the It is stated also that one of the first bls religion that the other man will return, $4e.e). Elegant music on the
Sevollen Glands. Risings and Bumps on of his range of vision. An amused inAwed them into his pocket and re- law was passed denotmcmg
the Skin. Mucus Patches In Mouth, Sore
Its prac- recommondations of the commission not be happy till he gets it—Chicago boat. Tabl unsurpassed.
Throat, Pimples, or offensive eruptions; tersect touched him as he made his posi- placed his hands on the smooth table
tice. the execution of the law was re- will be for an erne:lament to the ins- Tribune.
Copper-Colored Spots or Rash on Skin, tion more comfortable. Whoever this
top.
..
are run-down, or nervous; Ulcers on 44'061111111
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
sisted on the ground that it was un- migration bill removing the ea head
was, she had an eye for stage
any part of the body. Hair or EyeThen, at the moment that be replaced
brows falling out, Carbuncles or Bolls, management, she knew how to martax
immigrants
on
entering
constitutiona
the
Unitl,
as
being an interferSome folks think they are genet-them,
a
peculiar
thing
occurred.
Tisk, Botaate Blood Bahr, guaranteed shal her effects. He found himself
to cure even the worst and most deepFrom the farther aide of the dark ence with their reegious liberty. Ap- ed States through the south Atiantto ous because they are willing to give Leaves Poe ucah for Cairo and way
seated cases. Heals all sores, stops waiting with some curiosity for the partitien came the
landings at 8 a. m. sharpe, daily, exto the highest seal:meet ports. This recommenda- up their good Intentio
quiak, rustling stir peals were taken
.
a.
all swellings, makes
blood
pure next injunction from behind the curof a tatIrt and the allele scrape of a courts of the land, every phase of
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
and rich, completellFM•awring the en- tain.
tire body into a clean, healthy condi(emir pushed either backward or for- the subject, was tested in the
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
courts
tion. B. B. B. is the recognised blood
"The art of crystal gazing." began ward.
'then there was silence.
remedy for these conditions.
and return, with or witaout meals
and the law was upheld. Then .the
sweet,
the
slow
after
voice
a
pause,
"Is
Cancer Cored.
Now, silence can suggest anything
and room. G iod music and table unchurch adopted the manifesto; againe
If you have a persistent Pimple, one of the oldest known arts." Loder
Wart.- Swellings, Shooting, Stinging sat forward. The thought of Lady fleas profound thought to Imbecility, polygamy,
eupassed .
which ratified by the gentett In this case Its oturgestIon NV:14 nil.
dhcins„ take Blood Balm and they will
For farther Information 'apply t'o
disappear before they develop into Can- Bratufell mingled disconcertingly with Tlott something had happened. that eral conference of the people, and
cer. Many apparently hopeless eases of some other thought wore distant and
S. A. Fowler General Pass. Agent, or
.seine change lied taken place, was as thereupon the practice of polygamy
Cancer, Suppurating Swellings, Eating lefts easy
antto secure.
Sores or tumor cured by B. B. B.
patent to Loder as the darkness of the for the future was abandoned.
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of
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that
crested
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"But,
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Dyspepsia. Sample soot free by writbitingly eonmarriages since tile
ing Blood Balm Co., Atlanta. Oa. Sold the Invisible priestess was readiug -glom of his bands spread open on ttie polygamous
by Druggist. $1 per large bottle or neat from the open book, for when the tal le mem- tea
scrutiny of eyes that manifesto and
this presents altoby express prepaid. Sold In Pudgiest' word "suziface" was reached
there were invisiele to him,
Kr.. by H. W. Welker & Co., W.
awaro gether a different question. I have no
Gilwas a alight stir that indicated the )f the awkwardness of
bert, I lag Bros. and Alvey &
his position. hesitation in declaring to the
senate
changing of position, and when the lite felt with instinetive
certainty that atad to the
American people, that In
voice
came again it was In II different a new retard haul been struek;
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iseerreroO,
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hut a
tone.
man seldom acts on instinctive certain- my opinion any man who married a
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312411
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nelednilit
"Please lay your hands, palms down- eat. If the exposure of his hands haul po:yramons wife since the manifesto
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nee. He pletreed Chileote with his lie sat silent and reotionlees.
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law:
and
I care not who the man
.
Washington Feb. 20.— President nerves and Ills Impatience
Whether his impreceirity ead any
going
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Roteevelt sent a. reply today to the through this ordeal; then In good hu- Wowing on the moment he had no way might be, or what position he might
re- 1.•1111reme ••••••••er
tariff revision petition of Governor mored silence he leaned forward and of knowing; but use further movement hold in the church, he should
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punishment
obeyed
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command.
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by
His
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bands
from
Curtis Guild, of Massachusetts, and a
behind the partition. WhatFletoakcatert,
large number of tho members of the rested on the smooth surface of the ever the emotions that had enused the the law against the crime.
table In the bar of light from the tin- sharp swish of skirt3 and the sharp
"The testimony taken before the
Rites it a Day.
general court of that sitate. The conEs g thing 0 I
reeu lamp.
serape of the chair, they had evidently committee tends to show 'that
there
tents of the letter were not- given out
Mrs." & Intuit Prserlstrus
There was a second in which the -nbaided or been .dominated by other
have been some poeTamoue mar- 1,
Broadway, 36th and 37th ;t5., Herald Squara, New York
here, but it is understood that the seer was silent; then be fancied
that
riages since the manifesto. I believe
president, did not hold out any hope the reefed her head.
The next indication of life that came
Most Centrally Located Hotel on
for an extra session of congress to
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10 STATE HOTEL

STfiNEY CLYDE

TO LET
. Several superior offices,.. on second

third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and moder,
- - sanitary arrangements
Prices lowest in city fot similar offices
double offices especially adapted for dentists

American -German
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National Banii

Oak Dale Hotel
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ON THE OCEAN.

WISCONSIN FARE
WILL BE LOWERED

Old Homestead
Horehound
Cough Drops
Guaranteed Pure Under Pure
Food Act.

For years and years horehound has been the remedy of
our grandmothers for coughs.
Old Homestead
Horehound
Cough Drops are made according to the old-fashioned home
formula—the healing properties of horehound, combined
sugar—nothing
pare
with
else. Whether you eat them
because you like the taste or
because you have a cough,
they "hit the spot." They're
pure. 3 cents for a large bag.

GILBERT'S
Drug Store

Railroad Commission Decides
on Two and One-Half Cents

GUTHRIE'S Blfi SALE

.-seeeer:

Iowa Legislature Confers on Commbzeioners Potter to Regulate
Freight.

NEBRASKA

TWO

CENT

FARES

IF you haven't attended

Big February Sale, don't fail to

Madison, Wls., Feb. 20.—Maximum
passenger rates on the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul, Chicago and
Northwestern and the Chicago, St.
Paul, .Minneapolit and Omaha railroads in Wisconsin were ordered reduced from 3 to 2 t/S cents per mile
Cy the state railroad oommismion today.

attend same, as we are showing the
greatestunheard-of bargains in every
department in seasonable goods. This

Iowa to Fix Freight Rates.

4th and Broadway

Des Moines, Feb. 2,0.—Bills empowering the state railroad commission to establish a joint freight rate
schedule in Iow& were offered in the
legislature this morning and a hear"Don't give up tit* .hip, Mac."
ing will be gives' by the oommittees.
"No, thank goodness, I haven't satin that!"
of the two houses on Feb. 28. The
measure is regarded by the railroad
men as one of the most important of
the thirty or more railroad bilis introduced in this session. Senator
Newberry today offered a bill absolutely prohibiting the sale in Iowa of
cocaine, alpha and beta enceinte ergot, cotton-root and
several other
abortivee and all their derivatives,
Caught between the draw heads of
The cars were brought together by
except on the original prescription of two freight cars, Brakeman Harry the slack after the connection was
a physician, which cannot be refilled. Travis, colored, known among his as- broken. Travis was going between

Agent for original Allegretti
Candies

11°TEL ARRIVALS.
'Pain
—Peter Rice, New, York:
'Mdati Mildred Johnson. Portland,
Me.; W.
Fial:owell, St. Louis; J.
M. Walter, Washington, D. C.; C. P.
Wilson, Atlanta, Ga.! L. L. Mete
henney, Philadelpha; G. J. Arnold,
Cleveland, 0.; J. D. Saunders, Evansville; N. W. Woodside, Cincinnati;
Alexander Weinbaum, Nashville; W.
T. Beetz, Lafayette, led.; Walker Wilkins, Elkton; D. E. Hunt, Cincinnati;
2-Cent Fare in Nebraska.
F. Scotehdrausen, MI:waukee.
Lincoln,
Neb., 'Feb. N.—The state
Belvedere—J. L. Brasher, ',outsville; C. B. Cusain, Evansville; G. C. senate today practically took the 2Shadburne, St. Mathews; Lee Rafal- cent passenger bill out of the hands
sky, St. Louis; T. R. Reran, OWea'3- of the committee by insieting on an
Immediate report and advancement.
boro; .1e. Dawes, Kuttawa; J
Wangereheim, Chicago; Leon Smythe, Later the action was rescinded, when
the committee voluntarily reported.
Jonesboro, Ark.
New Richmond—C. B. Wetzel, Pe- The bill was then placed on general
oria, III.; tt.' 'talby, Sikeston, Mo.; file and made a spdal order for toV. 0. Skiltee.Semphis; J. W. Robin- morrow morning. An identical bill
son Grand Rivers; G. %V. Edwards, Is the seeciel order In the house of
Vick:0)u rg, Mies.; George Crawford. represeetatives for tomorrow afterPanes, Tenn.; C. 0. Wilson, Marion, noon,
DI.; W. L. Bradley, St. Louis; 0, A.
win. Not?
Higgins, Claude, Ark.; WIldem Davis, Brookport, Ill.; H., Wallace, St.
Louis; M. B. Ferrell,. Metropolis, In
H. E. Morgan, Metropolis,
New hearts make the new age.

YES:

ABOUT PRICES."
The winnan who has had the
benefit of some years of "adreading" is, as a consequence,
"educated" in some directiohs in
quite as practiCal a way as her
husband.
Indeed, if the husband knows
his profession, his business, his
trade, as well as the wifejknows
her business as "buyer for the
home," he uIii presper.
The woman shopper understands that her education—as a
"buyer" —
neser finished.
Conditions,
markets,
prices,
goods,
fashions, fisbries—all
these are changing and altering
continually. To keep "posted."
the housewife watches the Moreadvertising with an alert eye
and understanding.

Brakeman Is Caught Between Cars
and Probably Fatally Crushed Today

sociates In railroad cireles as ''Mettei'
Travis, was probably fatally injured
this morning at 5;30 o'clock near
Eleventh street and Broadway in the
fllinoisCeintral yards. He was attempting to make a "cut" when the
cars came together. He was hurried
to the railroad 'hospital but recovery
is thought to be impossible.
Travis come in on freight - train
No, 182, Conductor M. R. Irving, The
train, because of the blockade tn the
cards, was Tun across Broadway. The
crossing was blocked and in order
to permit the passage of street cars
and vehicles, Travis went back to
"cut" the ears in two.

them at the time and was struck in
the stomach and back by the draw
heads.
The draw heads pierced his body
and he was taken from the train limp
and lifeless. He could not speak and
did not recover consciousness until
the hospita) was reached.
Resident Physician E. St. Earle
stated this morning that he had little
hope far the patient. He rallied at
10 o'clock and appeared much better.
Travis lives on "Red Row" south of
the Tehnessee street crossing of the
Illinois Central. He is well known
and a hard working negro.

ZELAYA'S AMBITION

Stucco company in 1904. The new
deal wit; mean also the absorption by
the tobacco trust of its most importa' competitor In the domestic cigar
manufacturing field. This is the
United Cigar Manufacturers
company of this city at the head of whieh
is Jacob Wertheim.

To Form Union of Central American
States Bring on Hostilities.
Panama, Feb. 20.
Passengers
who reached Panama today from
Central American ports brought additional information
regarding the
outbreak of hostilities there. Nicaragua is backed by the enemies of
Salvador, Honduras and Guatemala.
Honduras Is supported by General
Escalon, president of Salvador, and
Manuel Estrada Cabrera, president
of Guatema:a. It is declared the ambition of Zelaya is to establish a union of states of Central America.. His
plan is to rep:ace the present presidents of these states by others favoring his project. He Is trying to begin with Honduras, which is considered weakest of these countries.

WOMEN "KNOW THINGS

Say, ma, baby cut his teeth, didn't BIG TOBACCO
N1ERGER
her
EXI`FX7PED NEXT WEEK.
"Yes. dear."
"Why can't he cut his hair, then'!"
New York. Feb. 20.—If pending
negotiations are carried to a succe:e—You know your cal:1ng cards
ful conclusion 'the next weeki will. see
are correct when they came from The the
most important tobacco coneo:idaSun. Script cards and p'ate $1.50 a
tion that has been put through since
hundred, he Old English $3.
the formation of the American To-

.n

Time Old steer.

Announcement

Announcement
A "(iv Early
Arrivals of

9

I.,&M.

Earl & Wilson

sale closes Saturday nightat 10 o'clock

E.Guthrie&Co.
322-324 Broadway.

•

SERVICE PENSIONS.

_1 1

The text of the Service Pension
Bill, which has passed both houses
of Congress, is as follows:
"Any person who served 90 days
or more in the military or naval service of the United States during the
late civil war, or 60 days in the war
with Mexico, and who has been honorably discharged therefrom, and who
has reached the age of .62 year or
over, shall upon making proof of
such facts, according to such rules
and regulations as the Secretary of
the interior may provide, be placed
upon the pension roll and be entitled
to receive a pension as follows:

"Provided further, that no person
wherliteirter-retelvtrilf Or shall hereafter receive a greater pension under
any general or special law than he
would be entitled to receive under
the provisions herein shall be pensionable under this act; that rank In
the service shall not be considered In
applications filed hereunder.
"That no pension attorney, claim
agent or other person shall be entitled to receive any compensation for
services rendersel in presenting any

ARE YOU RUNNING A

Clothesfor Spring

Shirtsfor Spring

Are now readyfor your inspection.
Every Suit and Overcoat is indi-

The Bourse - - - $5.00
The Aberdeen Stripes - $3.50
The Glasgow: - - - $2.50

vidually cut, feared and.firarhaf.
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claim to the bureau of pensions or securing any pension under this act."

FOR SALE.
We have some choice business property, at low prices, that we are offering for quick sales. If you are
looking for MO class investments
come to see tif at once and let us
show you the toroperty. Centrally
cated. H. C. Hollins, Real Estate,
Trueheart Bldg, Telephone 127.

NOTICE TO INVESTORS.
If you are in the market for real
estate, watch our offers from time to
time in the Want Cohirons. We have
a list of choice property and close attention to our advertised holdings
will be worth your while. If you do
FOR SALE OR RENT.
not see what you want in our adverSouth Fifth street residence of 1S
tised fist, inquire at the office or call
Telephone 127, H. C. Hollins, Real rooms and two large halls, convenient to N., C. and St. L. depot, water
Estate, Trueheart Bldg.
on both floors, double front porch.
Price $2000, or rent $20 per month.
There never is much good in "good R. C. Hollins, Real
Estate, Trueheart
enough".
Building, Telephone 127.
.41

"In case such pension has reached
the age of 62 years $12 per month;
70 years, $15 per month; 75 years
or over, $20 per month, and such
pensions shall commence from the
date of the fildng of the application
in the bureau of pensions after the
passage and approval of this act.

"Provided, that pensioners who
are 62 years of age or over, and who
are now receiving pensions under existing laws, or whose claims are pend
lug in theireau of pensions, may,
by application to the oommtlasioner
of pensions, in such form as he may
prescribe, receive the benefits of this
act, and nothing herein
contained
"Rut, papa, he says he can't live shall prevent any pensioner or person entitled to a pension from prosewithout me."
-Give us a new one. I told that cuting his claim and receiving a pensame story to your mother."
sion under any other general or
special act;
The ignorant may be foo:hardY,
"Provided, that no person shall rehut only the wise are bravo.
ceive a pension under any other law
at the same time any for the same
period that he is receiving a pension
under the provisions of this act:

•

First Showing in
Paducah of

Guthrie's

LOSING RACE
WITH THE CALENDAR?
INtes every day record, in the
office, a failure to quite "catchup" with that day's work?
Does every day witness, In the
home, another failure to finish
todey's duties—neeauite of the
unfinished duties of yesterday?
Hoes every day record, in the
'gore, a few more cuntlllllcr.' who
"couldn't wait" to be 'served by
over-busy clerks?
If any of cheer things are true
you need "mms* help"—e0 that
an Immediate resort uptin year
part to the classified ade, will
enahle you to "catch up with the •
calendar" and to do today's
thing* today.
,
99•1919,99.99.9919.90111111111111111111111911boalaillahalall

This non-warping stove top is
always level.
"I'm having heaps of trouble this morning," said
Mrs A— — to Mrs. B— as she leaned over the backyacd fence. "The top of our kitchen range is so
warped that even the tea kettle won't heat as it
should—let a lone a wash boiler. Mary says she won't
wash 'until the stove is fixed and the repair man says
it will take at least two weeks to get the parts from
the factory."
"You should have done as I did—get a Buck's—
and then you wouldn't have such trouble," responded the unsympathizing Mn. B—,"1 have had my
stove for years and the top is now as level as a marble slab. The bottom of the boiler and the top of the
stove are always in close contact and I don't have any
trouble in moving it from one part of the stove to
another. When we first got the range the top bulged
a little—from the natural expansion of the iron center
support—but by removing a small cap—made for the
purpose—the top settled back into shape again. You
don't get such advantages in an ordinary stove."
We sell them—at prices and on terms which
will appeal to you. See them—today.
A dollar down and a dollar a week will buy one
of these splendid stoves. You surely can't afford to
miss this chance Take advantage of it today.

